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President’s Column

Organizational Details
By Earl P. Holt III
2019 Renewals: There are approximately 70 Members
who have yet to renew their Memberships in 2019. Some
may be ill or even deceased. If you are one of the 70,
please contact me and indicate whether you wish to remain in the organization or not. Otherwise, I must delete
your name from the CofCC Membership List in early January. I’ve sent out two Member Renewals in 2019, but do
not intend to mail any more.

One of those rivals of Biden is Elizabeth Warren, Harvard
Law’s answer to the late comedian, Professor Irwin Corey: Neither ever made an iota of sense in their entire
careers. However, Pocahontas is more verbally agile than
Biden, and she has the added advantage that “Democrat”
IQs are so low, few are able to recognize that she is a
pathological liar.
Essay Contest: For some time I have planned to encourage young writers with an essay contest sponsored by
the CofCC. The details are on page 36. If you know of a
bright and talented high school student, I would appreciate your bringing this contest to their attention. Not only
will their identity be kept confidential, but they may very
well be able to eventually re-use their essay in a college
course where one is required.

Irrepressible Joe Arpaio: There may only be one guy in
this country with as much “brass” as our President and
that’s Joe Arpaio, who served for 24 years as Sheriff of
Maricopa County, Arizona and as a high-level Drug Enforcement Administration agent before that. At 87, he’s
running for Maricopa County Sheriff again, only this time
without interference from corrupt nigs to sabotage his
election like former Attorney General Eric Holder. For
those wishing to contribute: Joe Arapio for Sheriff, 100
West Washington, Suite 1900, Phoenix, AZ: 85003.

Facebook Censorship: Lee Duigon, one of our favorite
commentators, has been censored by Facebook for
writing a commentary on homos that was not flattering
to his subject matter. His response can be found on page
34. This proves my point that ANYONE WHO USES SOCIAL
MEDIA IS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEMISE OF OUR RACE,
NATION AND CIVILIZATION. Most social media organs
are every bit as dishonest, biased, arbitrary and capricious as the NEW YORK TIMES. The big difference is that
social media has some sort of immunity, earlier granted
by our brilliant and “visionary” Congress.

2020 Election Strategy: Individuals who pose a significant threat to the electoral prospects of the “Democrat”
Party have a tendency to “wake up dead” (to borrow a
line from Charley Pride,) much like Vince Foster, Ron
Brown, Jim McDougal and Seth Rich. So, in the event that
Joe Biden has not been “snuffed” by the time your state
holds its 2020 Primary Elections, my suggestion is to take
a “Democrat” Primary Ballot and then vote for Biden.
That is, unless some RINO in your Congressional Delegation has a serious primary challenger offering a real opportunity to rid us of another worthless RINO in Congress.

Emergency Border Wall Funding: On September 25, the
Senate voted to end President Trump’s declaration of an
emergency on our southern border, just as the House
passed an identical Bill in March. This Act of Congress
was designed to overturn an Executive Act by President
Trump that allowed him to divert funds from the Defense
Budget to build the border wall. If President Trump’s inevitable veto experiences an “over-ride,” it will prevent
him from using any additional Defense Budget funds to
build the border wall.

Biden is the dumbest sonofabitch to ever serve in a major
public office, and he is now both senile and corrupt, as
well. Yet, if he should become the “Democrat” nominee,
Trump will wipe the floor with him and bring home a
greater electoral landslide than he did in 2016. Biden
never had an ounce of brains, and is now hapless and
confused: But, compared to the rest of his rivals in the
Democrat Primary, he is Churchillian.

11 ostensibly “Republican” Senators voted with the New
Marxist Party across the aisle and against President
(Continued on page 6)
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DETAILS (Continued from page 5)
Susan Collins is the only one running for reelection in
2020, and Lamar Alexander is finally retiring (and good
riddance to that!) May I suggest that since all these
RINOS are useless and have made a practice of betraying
President Trump at every opportunity, real patriots
should never forget their betrayal, and vote against them
in their primaries if and when they eventually run for
reelection and have a legitimate challenger.

Trump. These 11 RINOs are the best Senators that K
Street’s pro-immigration lobbyist money can buy. The 11
RINOs are Lamar Alexander (TN,) Roy Blunt (MO,) Susan
Collins (ME,) Mike Lee (UT,) Jerry Moran (KS,) Lisa
Murkowski (AK,) Rand Paul (KY,) Rob Portman (OH,)
Mitt Romney (UT,) Pat Toomey (PA,) and Roger Wicker
(MS.)

Know Thine Enemy
By Valerie Protopapas
Postmodernism: a movement developed in the mid-20th century encompassing a wide variety of approaches and
disciplines . . . defined by an attitude of skepticism, irony, and/or rejection of the grand narratives and ideologies of
modernism, often calling into question Enlightenment rationality. . . Common targets of postmodern critique include
universalist notions of objective reality, morality, truth, human nature, reason, science, language and social progress. Wikipedia
At 78, I continue to be horrified at how crude and vicious
society has become. Of course, it has been worse at other times. After all, killing people with whom one disagrees is the ultimate expression of “bad manners!” But
other than a shooting war, in the West at least, people
used to be able to “disagree” without resorting to violence or threats thereof. Today? Well, not so much!

it may be beyond our ability to “cure.” The agent is, as
you may guess from the above definition, Postmodernism.
Links are provided at the end of this article for three videos by Professor Jordan Peterson, a man of great intelligence, honesty and ability who will therefore soon be
silenced by the culture he rejects. In a quick overview of
his points, the Postmodernists abandoned their OPEN
support of Marxism in the 1970s because the evils of that
system were so readily apparent in the U.S.S.R. that they
could no longer be denied or hidden. Though they still
cling to Marx, Postmodernists have changed the axiom
from Worker against Capitalist to Oppressed against Oppressor, as is OBVIOUS in today’s culture with its kaleidoscope of victim groups.

Worse, society has abandoned not just commonsense,
but the rules of economics and physics as well as verified
and acknowledged history! The first humans out of the
trees had more in the way of accurate history than do
we! Earlier, there were those who “interpreted” historical facts to suit themselves, but bad as that was, today
we are ABANDONING facts in order to forward agendas!
Back in the day, ordinary people would laugh with scorn
at philosophers, academics and wise people (we are no
longer permitted to indicate gender!) who spout this god
-awful nonsense: But today? Again, not so much. In other
words, the foundation of human interaction has been
damaged to the point at which it no longer transpires
without a great deal of rabid hysteria!

Again, according to Peterson, the aim of Postmodernists
is the accumulation of POWER while the human face of
the movement is RESENTMENT! Can anyone look at the
faces of the Left shown in the media everyday and NOT
recognize this fact? Of course, there can be NO human or
social relationship with the resentful! They are full of
pride, hate and envy (three VERY deadly sins!) and no
attempt to placate or find common ground with them is
therefore possible. All that they will accept is our destruction and even that won’t truly satisfy them.

To have any hope for the future, we have to know the
causal agent of the present condition of the body politic
just as a physician has to know the causal agent of an
illness in the body physical. Now, I am happy to report—
sort of—that we have identified that agent but I fear that

(Continued on page 7)
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ENEMY (Continued from page 6)

decade of the 21st century, Postmodernist “thinkers”
have conquered our citadels of learning and invaded all
of our disciplines and ensconced themselves in the upper
reaches of all the bureaucracies of government at the
highest levels. In other words, like that virus or amoeba,
they have given the body politic a fatal illness, and what
we see today is the beginnings of a final descent of Western Civilization into the hellish void prepared for it by
those who worship at the altar of emptiness.

But why can’t we “cure” the Postmodernists? Because, as
noted in the definition, they reject all things related to
Western Civilization such as objective truth, morality,
science and language, along with REASON and LOGIC! In
other words, they reject everything that makes us
“human” and creates a human culture! They “think” in
the same fashion as a virus or an amoeba. You might well
say that neither of these actually “think”—and you’d be
correct! Postmodern “thought” consists of non-objective
chaos from which no culture can arise or be sustained. A
cannibal on a desert isle is a veritable Plato compared to
these “thinkers.”

Dr. Peterson’s Links
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Cf2nqmQIfxc&fbclid=IwAR1pdvvhRmSQEdIIdeoDc6SS7
Vph6fMLO5-5G6ogYC6NSnIOmpSaxdPgICQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLoG9zBvvLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5rUPatnXSE

The question then must be HOW DID POSTMODERNISM
BECOME SO POWERFUL IN THE WEST? It began in academia (as all such horrid things do) and by the second

Religion Editor’s Column

Aliens or Nationals
By Dr. Ed DeVries
In Matthew’s gospel, chapter 17, verses 25-26, the Apostle records an interesting conversation between Our Lord
and the Apostle Peter:

was essentially treating Him as an “alien” or as a foreigner rather than as a citizen.
In the beginning of our American nation, the founding
fathers cited our Lord’s words from Matthew’s gospel as
their reason for not instituting an income tax or any other tax upon the citizens of this nation. Your re-reading of
the Constitution will refresh your memory that the Federal Government is to collect its taxes from duties and
tariffs. Or in other words, the founding fathers chose to
tax those foreigners with whom they traded, and not the
citizens of their own nation.

What thinkest thou, Simon? of whom do the
kings of the earth take custom or tribute? of
their own children, or of strangers?
26 Peter saith unto him, Of strangers. Jesus
saith unto him, Then are the children free?
The context of the conversation was the fact that a tax
collector had just come in an effort to collect taxes from
Jesus. Peter was willing to pay the tax, Jesus on the other
hand, was not. Peter, like most Americans, saw the payment of taxes as “routine.” Jesus on the other hand, was
offended.

So why is it that Americans in general -- and white Americans in particular -- increasingly feel as though they are
being treated as aliens in their own nation?

The reason why Jesus was offended was because, in the
ancient world, governments did not tax their citizens.
Instead, governments collected taxes from conquered
peoples outside their “nation of peoples,” tariffs from
imports being shipped into the country, or from legal or
illegal aliens passing through their borders, etc. So by
attempting to collect a tax from Jesus, the tax-collector

For example, Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio Cortez
(AOC) recently made the statement on CNN that “no
child should ever be separated from its parents, ever!”
She of course made that statement at a border detention
facility in reference to the possibility of foreign children
being intentionally separated from their foreign parents
(Continued on page 8)
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RELIGION (Continued from page 7)

Although it is technically illegal to "discriminate" against
any ethnic group – a prohibition that SHOULD include
whites -- our race commissars have found a way around
that problem by developing scholarships, training programs, and any number of "entitlements" open only to
minorities. These programs are always dressed up as
“positive” or “affirmative” action designed to “level the
playing field” and promote diversity.

while attempting to cross the border into our country
illegally.
AOC seems to have absolutely no problem with the nearly 100,000 American children that her home state of New
York will intentionally separate from their citizen-parents
each year. This is but one example.

Black cops cruise our streets looking for white motorists
to “pull over” while the agencies they work for routinely
reject hundreds of applications from white men on the
grounds that they were already “over-represented” in
the force. The same is true for fire departments.

Another that comes to mind was the incident back in
2017 when A 19 year old Chicago woman who livestreamed a hate crime that included kidnapping, torture
and mutilation of a white teen was given 200 hours of
community service and four years of probation.

In addition, there was the incredible statement by
Obama’s Attorney General Eric Holder that white Americans were not “covered” under the civil rights laws! It
would astonish the Framers that ANY group in this country was considered “outside the law,” at least when the
purpose of the law was to PROTECT!

This amazingly light sentence was passed down by a
black Muslim judge who, because the victim was white,
refused to consider it a “hate crime.” In fact, the prosecutor, the judge, and the media insisted that the victim was
chosen because he was “disabled” and not because he
was white. Of course, the racial slurs hurled at the victim
proved otherwise. No doubt Judge William Hook was just
equalizing the “underrepresentation” of the criminals
and the “privilege’ of the victim.

Isn't it ironic that the Democrat Party -- which regularly
works itself into a rage over blatant racial prejudice -leads the perverted ideology of anti-white racism.

Have you been the victim of a “Traffic stop” recently? To
put it bluntly, as white Americans, we can't help but feel
that our own country is waging a campaign of aggressive
discrimination against us, its own indigenous population.

And anti-American, anti-white discrimination is the central plank of the propaganda for mass immigration. Having failed to change our nation through economic revolution, the Marxists within have seized on mass immigration and multiculturalism as a battering ram to destroy
what's left of our civil society.

In the name of cultural diversity, the United States
through its various bureaucracies, police, and education
system is attacking anything white or traditionally American. The mainstream public – the majority of whom are
White Americans -- are treated with contempt, their
rights ignored and their history trashed in their own land.
White Americans have become second-class citizens.

George Orwell, author of the classics 1984 and Animal
Farm once wrote: “England is perhaps the only great
country whose intellectuals are ashamed of their own
nationality. In Left-wing circles, it is always felt that
there is something slightly disgraceful in being an Englishman and that it is a duty to snigger at every English
institution.”

Cultural genocide masquerading as “multiculturalism” is
rationalized by government agencies, some law enforcement, public school teachers and others on the grounds
that minorities are “under-represented" in the workforce, schools, and public office. Now, any interaction
with a policeman or "public servant" involves a detailed
consideration of one’s "ethnic status" and sometimes
fatally so!

That is now precisely the mentality that predominates
within “the swamp,” the halls of government and bureaucratic machinery of the United States. And our nation is dying as a result. Jesus did not hesitate to speak
truth to power in His day. His words are just as powerful
and just as needed today!
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Defining Who We Are
By Dr. Adrian Krieg
For many decades, we have allowed our opponents to
define who we are. This is no small matter because such
definitions can establish an indelible impression on society that is both destructive and permanent.

term “pro-life.” That’s how language manipulation succeeds.
Tavistock was founded because the NAZI Party under
Dr. Josef Göebbels was far more successful at manipulating public opinion than the Allies. Indeed, the Allies
were ill-equipped to compete in the propaganda war until after WW II had ended.

One practitioner of this process is the UK-based Tavistock
Institute of Human Behavior. The Institute was founded
in the late 40s as an adjunct to Britain’s MI-5 & MI-6 intelligence services. It was also allied with the U.S. Office
of Strategic Services (OSS,) which was later reorganized
under President Truman as the Central Intelligence Agency.

Once founded, Tavistock went in an entirely new direction from the approach taken by Göebbels. This is because in a free society, efforts to enforce social change
must be hidden, in contrast to closed or socialist societies
where subtlety and incrementalism are unnecessary.

Reorganization of the CIA was necessary because it was
riddled with communists, much like the British security
services and the French Maquis. It should come as no
surprise that The Rockefeller Foundation was a large financial contributor to the founding of Tavistock.

Tavistock’s clients had to nuance their propaganda
efforts to effectuate real changes in the way the general
population viewed many subjects. This was accomplished
through the development of language that in subsequent
decades would completely alter the way many unsuspecting people viewed a wide variety of public issues.

Many will stop reading at this point because they think
this to be merely a trivial historical exercise, but they
would be very much mistaken. Tavistock’s influence in
changing our society has been profound.

Tavistock pioneered the process of replacing a word or
phrase with a more benign euphemism. For instance, the
term “gay” is used to replace more negative labels such
as “homosexual” or “queer.” This was brilliant: “Gay” has
connotations of happy, carefree and cheerful, and so
modern dictionaries now include this new definition,
“referring to a homosexual person.”

The Tavistock Institute is responsible for popularizing the
use of many euphemisms that have gained currency in
the popular vernacular, such as “assault” (semi-auto)
rifles, “homophobe” (fearful of homosexuals), “gay” (a
reference to homosexuals), “freedom fighters”
(communist guerillas), and the mythical condition known
as “white skin privilege.”

In a similar manner, the term “homophobe” was coined
by making a conjunction of homo (man) and phobia
(fear). The term “phobia” usually refers to an irrational
fear and is well known in the mental health field. Used
according to Tavistock, the term implies that heterosexuals are afraid of homosexuals and that their refusal to
accept the latter’s lifestyle is irrational or “phobic.”

Older phrases, particularly some in the queer community
like “coming out of the closet” all came out of the late
1940s with the establishment of Tavistock. Black Lives
Matter, La Raza and other non-whites are apparently
immune: However, the impact on society of these words
and phrases has encouraged an entirely different way of
perceiving things among the general population.

As the Tavistock Institute recognized, the language we
use to communicate has the ability to influence the way
the general population perceives a particular subject.
Since everything done by the left is directed at social control, Tavistock has been the main instrument of forced
and leftward change since the early 50s.

It is a truism that the side that “defines” an issue usually
OWNS that issue, a fact that became obvious during the
abortion “rights” battle. Here, the left successfully labelled their enemies with the negative concept of “antiabortion,” which they substituted for the more positive

(Continued on page 10)
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WHO WE ARE (Continued from page 9)

Global Poverty: The fraudulent concept that some nations are poor because others are wealthy.

The following is a glossary of euphemisms employed by
the Institute as a means of influencing perception by
Westerners of certain subject matter. The reader can determine for himself just how successful this intellectual
Trojan Horse has been at influencing the way we perceive the world around us.

Homophobe: The insinuation that heterosexuals are
“afraid” of homosexuals, rather than merely disgusted by
them.
Internationalism: A term used to promote One World
Government schemes.

Glossary of Euphemisms
Community Service: A probationary period to determine
if a citizen is ideologically loyal and sufficiently deserving
to receive benefits distributed by the state.

Judeo-Christian: The false insinuation that Judaism and
Christianity share basic philosophical principles in common.

Common Core: Once implying an essential “core curriculum” that educated persons should know: Now, merely a
checklist of subjects necessary for the indoctrination of
public school students with socialism, multi-culturalism
and “gender” issues like feminism.

Multiculturalism: The hilarious notion that First World
civilizations have much to learn from Third World shitholes.
Progressives: Communists by any other name, whose
true idea of “progress” is totalitarian socialist regimes
like the USSR, Cuba or communist China.

De-Platforming: The process used by the leftists in social
media to restrict access and censor conservatives, Republicans, Christians and white nationalists willing to defend their points of view.

Sustainability: An umbrella term suggesting compliance
with the arbitrary and capricious demands of
“environmentalists.”

Equality: The term used to intentionally confuse the
principle of equality before the law with the fraudulent
notion of an enforced equality of outcome between races
or sexes.

Social Justice: Jettisoning the Rule of Law to achieve
equal outcomes in accordance with Marxism’s dictates.

Gay: A term once denoting “happy,” but now referring to
homosexuals.

Toxic Masculinity: The principle that all men (except persons-of-color, of course!) are violent and tyrannical rapists, who should be assumed guilty, irrespective of the
lack of evidence.

Gender: The devious and sinister expansion of biologically-based sexuality into multiple categories of so-called
sexual “identity.”

White Privilege: The phony idea that the academic and
financial successes enjoyed by white people are attributable to their skin color, rather than their 15-point IQ advantage over blacks.

Global Citizenship: Open borders by any other name.

DID YOU KNOW … That making the old “OK” hand gesture in person or even in a photograph can
get a white person reprimanded at school, removed from a business or even fired from their job?
Why? Simply because the  Anti-Defamation League put it on their list of HATE symbols.

Visit our new website at CofCC.us or conservative-headlines.org
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Predictions!
By Dr. A. H. Krieg
Many have noted profound changes in the “Democrat”
Party over the years. These changes have been ongoing
since the 1960s, but have rapidly accelerated since the
beginning of the Obama administration.

Consistent with its efforts to revive “Obamacare,” it will
also advocate “cradle to grave” nationalized (single payer) health care at an annual cost of around $3 Trillion,
and include a program to fund free medical prescriptions
at the cost of an additional $2 Trillion. Also covered will
be “transgender” surgery for the mentally disordered,
and free health care for Illegal aliens!

The Democrat Party appears on the brink of absorbing
the Communist Party of the United States of America
(CPUSA). The various wings of the communist party now
number over 65,000 card-carrying members, and the financial support they used to receive clandestinely from
the Soviet Union’s “COMINTERN” now comes from other
communist sources, such as George Soros and his Open
Society Foundation.

There will also be a plank in the Democrat Platform to
abolish the Electoral College so illegal voting in California
and other “sanctuary states” won’t be “quarantined”
within their borders, thus allowing voter fraud to “spill
over” state lines and contaminate Popular Vote totals in
presidential Elections. The DNC Platform will also advocate “packing” or expanding the Supreme Court to accommodate leftist judges.

In addition to the CPUSA, the “Democrat” Party also appears to be in the process of absorbing the Committees
of Correspondence for Democracy and Socialism (CCDS),
the Freedom Road Socialist Organization, (FRSO) and the
largest of these groups, the Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA.) The latter lists 70 “Democrats” in the US
Congress as members, and every 2020 “Democrat” presidential candidate is a supporter of this alliance.

This 2020 Democrat Party Platform will propose increasing personal Income taxes to 70%, which will have the
effect of driving every wealthy individual out of the country who doesn’t contribute to the DNC. It will probably
also call for increasing corporate income tax rates to
90%, and drive all those “greedy” corporations to distant
lands, as well. (As Marxists, they may not realize this
would purge the country of the very means of PAYING for
all of these government giveaways!)

Based on these trends and developments, I’ll stick my
neck out and make the following predictions: The
CPUSA and DSA will not run candidates in the 2020 presidential elections but, instead, will support the Democrat
nominee who will be a DSA member, whether overtly or
covertly. All CPUSA, DSA, CCDS and FRSO and other socialists will endorse and support the DNC primary winner.

Also, if it doesn’t include a provision demanding
“Reparations“ for blacks and Indians, then I’ve underestimated the agenda of the enemy. Naturally, it will include
a provision supporting abortion-on-demand -- even into
the “fourth Trimester” -- a euphemism for infanticide.

Moreover, the Democrat Party Platform will be the most
extreme political statement ever produced by any party
in the United States, and will include the following: The
so-called “Green New Deal” at a cost of $100 Trillion; forgiveness of all college loan debt at a cost of $1.4 Trillion;
and free education from Kindergarten through college at
a cost of $2.7 Trillion per year.

Estimates for the cost of the “Democrat” Party’s 2020
Platform are around $20 Trillion, which is just about the
value of America’s annual Gross Domestic Product!
(Continued on page 12)
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PREDICTIONS (Continued from page 11)

meaning that everyone on the loyalist side should ignore
any qualms -- however legitimate -- they may have about
serving alongside any OTHER leftists, since the REAL enemy was found exclusively on the Right.

During the Spanish Civil War in the 1930s, many of the
leftist groups opposed to Franco’s Nationalists became
squeamish about fighting alongside communists, especially after seeing just how immoral, savage and treacherous they really were.

Obviously this particular principle is still practiced today
by the DNC, and any efforts to distinguish between communists, socialists, liberals and progressives are merely a
tribute to the folly of seeking to find some flicker of decency in any of them, no matter how benign they may
appear on the surface.

In response, word was sent down to the trenches in the
form of a motto to be observed by everyone on the
“loyalist” side: That motto was “No enemies to the left,”

1619 Project at the TIMES
By Earl P. Holt III
At the New York Times, the Pharisees of the Jews Media
have established a company-wide policy to attack and
“deconstruct” America’s founding as a nation. It is called
the “1619 Project,” a reference to the fact that the first
documented instance of chattel slavery on the North
American Continent was introduced in the year 1619.

owned a total of 12,740 black slaves. The vast majority of
these slave owners were located in Louisiana, South Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland. As historian Ira Berlin has
written: “In slave societies, nearly everyone — free and
slave — aspired to enter the slaveholding class, and upon occasion some former slaves rose into slaveholders’
ranks.”

As Jewish communists are inclined to do, every employee
at the Times (I won’t use the term “journalist”) is required to frequently reference the 1619 Project, even its
sports pages. The purpose behind the 1619 Project is to
shame America and undermine American patriotism by
“exposing” the “sinister” and “evil” nature of America’s
founding, allegedly based upon African slavery.

To write comprehensively about black slave-owners in
the antebellum South would generate an entire library.
Merely one example of such a single volume would be
Larry Koger’s book, Black Slaveowners: Free Black Slave
Masters in South Carolina, 1790-1860.
Perhaps the most inconvenient fact confronting the
Times’ 1619 Project is the fact that the first legallyrecognized slave-owner on the North American Continent was a nigro! This should be perplexing for those
wishing to promote a large transfer of money to blacks
as Reparations for chattel slavery. Below is a condensed
narrative describing this historical fact and its source:

In addition to their traitorous nature, communist Jews
are also renowned for playing fast and loose with the
facts. In the case of its 1619 Project, some of these are
immediately apparent, as they attempt to promote their
narrative about America’s ostensibly “illegitimate” founding.
First, there is the awkward fact that America was not
even a nation in 1619, but merely a colonial possession
jointly-owned by the British, French and Spanish. America was not founded as a nation until 1776, when the Declaration of Independence was signed by several dozen
courageous individuals willing to sacrifice their “…lives,
fortunes and sacred honor…”

Anthony Johnson was a black man who came from what
is modern-day Angola: He was captured by an enemy
tribe and then sold to Arab slave-traders, who in turn
sold him to the Virginia Company as an indentured servant in 1619 to grow tobacco.
After seven years, Johnson was released by The Virginia
Company and became a free negro. He was given 50
acres of his own, which was the custom under the terms

Secondly, there is the inconvenient fact that by 1830,
there were 3,775 black slaveholders in the South who

(Continued on page 13)
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Both were black men: Casor became the first legally recognized black slave in the American Colonies, and Johnson became the first legally recognized slave-owner.

of indenture at the time. By the 1650s, he managed to
successfully build his own farm until he possessed 250
acres and five indentured servants.

Even though Johnson was, himself, freed from his indenture by his WHITE masters, when it came time to free his
OWN black indentured servant under the terms of his
indenture, Johnson reneged (pronounced "re-nigged") on
the contract, and insisted upon unilaterally extending
John Casor’s servitude and converting it into chattel slavery.

However, in 1651, when it became time for Johnson to
release John Casor -- one of Johnson’s OWN indentured
black servants -- Johnson reneged (pronounced “renigged”) on the terms of his contract with Casor by refusing to release him or convey to him the land to which he
was entitled. Casor then left Johnson to work for another
farmer named Robert Parker.

(Source: Northampton County Order Book 1655–1668,
fol. 10; via Warren M. Billings, ed., The Old Dominion in
the Seventeenth Century: A Documentary History of Virginia, 1606–1689. Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 1975, pp. 180–181.)

When Johnson learned of this, he sued Robert Parker and
won in Northampton Court in 1655, while Virginia was
still a colony of Great Britain. The Court ruled that Johnson could hold John Casor indefinitely, despite the terms
of their indenture.

Slavery as a Weapon
By Earl P. Holt III
Cultural Marxists who dominate the news media and our
educational system routinely use the issue of black African slavery as a weapon to attack white people, and
white children in particular. Their purpose is to eradicate
any vestige of white ethnic pride, even as they relentlessly promote ethnic pride among blacks and other races.

As author Johann Wingard points out, it is an outrage
that the blame for slavery should be placed solely upon
the collective conscience of Europeans, because it was a
practice carried out by all races. In fact, slavery is still
practiced in Africa, even in modern times and by black
Africans, themselves, no less!

Kevin Alfred Strom once shared his views about our ideological enemies and their multiculturalist agenda on an
American Dissident Voices radio broadcast titled "The
Truth About Slavery":

"It would be wrong, however to place the focus only on
Europe, as the African slave trade with Arabia was of
similar if not greater proportions. Even after the West
abolished slavery, Arab countries continued with this
atrocity...as recently as 1953, several Saudis went to
West Africa posing as Moslem missionaries and invited
thousands of Africans on a pilgrimage to Mecca. On arrival, the pilgrims were arrested for entering the country
without visas and were sold as slaves. In the late 1950's
there were between 500,000 and 700,000 slaves in Arabia.

"By recounting and emphasizing again and again the
real and imagined sufferings of black people under slavery, the white student is made to feel that his ancestors
were cruel, morally retarded, and evil. They are made to
feel that they owe black people a nearly infinite compensation, since, they are taught black people's problems today are the legacy of hundreds of years of slavery for which white people are responsible. They are
taught that the relative prosperity which we enjoy today was achieved largely by exploitation of black
slaves.”

Present day African slavery is every bit as onerous as that
practiced in Colonial and ante-bellum America. A March
6, 2002 report on French television’s TF1 described how
15,000 children were abducted from Mali with promises
(Continued on page 14)
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in South Africa -- is news which doesn't fit (their narrative) and is therefore deemed not newsworthy…”

of a better life, but then sold as slaves to cotton plantations on the Ivory Coast.

In fact, the Corrupt Leftist Media regard such news as
dangerous and worthy only of censorship because it conflicts with the image they have fabricated of virtuous,
noble, industrious, sensitive and intelligent African
blacks, whose lack of economic and technological development is solely attributable to their exploitation by
greedy whites.

Child-slavery still flourishes in West African countries like
Nigeria, Togo, Benin, and Gabon. Yet, despite the ubiquity of the African child slavery trade, the corrupt leftist
media persist in focusing exclusively on the issue of black
slavery in AMERICA 150 years after it ended. White,
Western societies are subjected to endless propaganda
involving references to black slavery found in film, TV
shows, magazine articles and “news” broadcasts.

It's important for the left to maintain this fiction, because
it reinforces a sense of white racial guilt: It convinces gullible whites that they owe something to non-whites, and
that they must never think of their own racial interests -or feel any sense of racial solidarity -- because such racial
pride can only lead to terrible things like slavery and the
oppression of those “noble” blacks.

Dr. William Pierce -- the late leader of the American racial
-nationalist organization National Alliance -- recognized
that the modern mass media deliberately ignores the
modern slave trade in Africa:
"Businessmen in the coastal cities send buyers into the
interior with buses, where they collect surplus children…
Once in the coastal cities, the children are housed in
large, supermarket-style buildings where shoppers can
stroll through, select the children they want to buy, and
pay for their merchandise at the door as they leave…
This is a thriving business involving thousands of children bought and sold every year in dozens of slave markets in West African cities…After slavery was outlawed
in Europe and America, it continued as an ongoing institution in Africa, just as it had for countless centuries before White men began buying African slaves.”

Somehow, America's white population is expected to
bear “collective” guilt for the black slavery that occurred
in the 17th, 18th and 19th Centuries, without any mention made of WHITE slaves in the New World and in
many other places. Moreover, that fabricated blame is
extended to all whites around the world, even though
slavery ended in the U.S. over 150 years ago.
Nor is mention made of the fact that only about 8% of
American families owned slaves, while many Blacks,
themselves owned slaves. In fact, the first legallyrecognized slave-owner in North America was a black
man. (See pp.12-13, above.)

The only reason any Westerners even know of this ongoing African slave trade -- particularly the trade involving
children -- is because there are a few organizations
staffed and funded by white people that investigate
these situations, such as Amnesty International and AntiSlavery International. These groups strive to educate
the public and generate public opposition to the African
slave trade, but they receive little support from the Corrupt Leftist Media.

Yet, despite all the rhetoric about America’s experience
with black slavery, the same situation obtains in Africa,
today, although it is ignored by “multiculturalists” around
the globe. Arabs and blacks both trade and own black
slaves, continuing the practice of slavery even to this day!
Yet, this situation is virtually ignored by the global media
because black slavery is only considered “evil” when
practiced by whites.

Imagine the outrage among the corrupt leftist media if
the races were reversed, and whites were currently engaged in enslaving black children. As Dr. Pierce stated so
accurately, “…news about blacks in Africa, behaving the
way blacks always have behaved -- whether it is buying
and selling child slaves in Nigeria or engaging in ritual
cannibalism in Liberia or "necklacing" accused witches

The Arab and African countries practicing slavery today
are not subject to condemnation by the news media or
ANY governments, in contrast to the vilification South
Africa endured during Apartheid. The countries that practice black slavery today experience no similar denunciation, nor do they endure international economic boycotts
(Continued on page 15)
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turalists and their goal of a “New World Order.” The success of their tactics can be glimpsed in the self-hatred
displayed by many gullible and cowardly whites, who
have succumbed to the condition known as “White Guilt
Complex.”

against them as South Africa did for years. In fact, these
human rights abuses are studiously ignored by the Marxist-dominated international news media.
The truth is, the issue was never about slavery: Rather,
it has always been about finding an excuse to condemn
and vilify white people in order to generate white guilt
and destroy white ethnic pride as a means of promoting
white extinction. In short, its purpose has been to promote situations conducive to furthering the left’s malignant strategy of multiculturalism.

Christian Identity Web Church

www.revandrewangel.com

In the final analysis, today’s obsession with black slavery
has nothing to do with slavery and everything to do with
their belief that the white race stands between multicul-

Railroaded
By Dr. Ed DeVries
The Democrat Party’s presidential candidates and some
in Congress feverishly promote “Reparations” to blacks
for slavery. Meanwhile, in The Netherlands, its state-run
rail company, NS, has agreed to pay tens of millions of
Euros as “reparations” to alleged “Holocaust victims” and
their families.

In 2005 NS said the transports were a "black page in the
history of the company" and apologized for its role in
the Holocaust”
NS complied with the orders of the Nazi occupation government “to make trains available," according to Dirk
Mulder of the National Westerbork Memorial. He also
confirms that NS received payment from the Germans for
doing so. According to Dirk Mulder, the company “did it
without a word of objection." That is the real crime according to Europe’s courts.

Salo Muller -- a retired physiotherapist for the Dutch soccer club Ajax sued the state-run railroad, claiming that his
parents were arrested by the Nazi’s in 1941 (when he
was 5 years old,) and transported by an NS train from
Amsterdam to the Nazi holding facility at Westerbork.

The Westerbork camp opened in 1941, and the first deportees left Holland on NS trains on July 15, 1942. Thus,
the delay between the arrival of Salo Muller’s parents
and the first departures of NS trains at least undermines
the conclusion that Salo Muller’s parents were actually
transported on an NS train. Still, the court has found the
Dutch rail service guilty and ordered that it pay, apparently with little examination of the facts.

Nine weeks later, Muller alleges his parents were transferred from Westerbork to Auschwitz. Muller claimed
that his parents were murdered at Auschwitz and that
the Dutch state, through the agency of NS, was responsible.
NS admitted that the company earned the equivalent of
2.5 million Euros in today’s money transporting families
to the Nazi transit camp at Westerbork, and included in
these transports were approximately 107,000 Jews. Historical records indicate that most of the prisoners transported to Westerbork were later transferred to Nazi
camps at either Auschwitz or Sobibor.

The final NS train left for Westerbork on September 13,
1944, and thousands have claimed to be survivors of descendants who were transported on those trains. Each
survivor will receive 15,000 Euros ($17,000,) while between 5,000 and 7,000 Euros will go to children and wid(Continued on page 16)
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never actual victims -- and who often are unable to establish their victimhood -- seems equally disconcerting.

owed spouses of alleged victims.
But we must remember that the battle for “reparations”
is not a discussion of “right or wrong,” nor a matter of
“justice or equity.” If we acknowledge that the debate
surrounding “reparations” in Europe is entirely political,
then we should not be surprised if similar discussions in
our own country are about to get even more insane.

Extorting tens of millions of Euros from a company that
realized the equivalent of a mere 2.5 million Euros in “illgotten” revenues -- almost eight decades later – seems
inconsistent with any semblance of fairness or equity.
Moreover, awarding those sums to people who were

Betrayal by Our “Political Class”
By Earl P. Holt III
The term “political class” is often used to refer to wealthy
or powerful elites who possess greater power and influence than the vast majority of their fellow citizens, and
who act behind the scenes to shape public policy. America has been betrayed by its political class for many decades.

George Orwell once remarked that “…some ideas are so
absurd that only an intellectual could believe them.”
Looking at the conventional wisdom generated and advanced by our political class, one is obliged to give Orwell
long overdue credit for that particular insight.

Much like the “Nomenklatura” that ruled the former Soviet Union, our political class is united in its efforts to accumulate power, advance a generally leftist and
”globalist” ideology, and enrich itself. These objectives
conflict with the interests of most Americans, for whom
the principle of “popular sovereignty” allows no room for
a greedy and self-anointed aristocracy.

Here are some examples of the “conventional” wisdom
advocated since World War II by these “prophets” of the
political class. Most were catastrophic in their consequences, and promoted by an arrogant elite, far removed
from the real world and ensconced in “think tanks” and
on the editorial pages of the NEW YORK TIMES and
WASHINGTON POST where they were read primarily by
each other.

For many decades, these political elites have misguided
both domestic and foreign policy while working hand-inglove with the Corrupt Leftist Media, who are the cheerleaders for international socialism. In the process, both
the Corrupt Leftist Media and our political elites have
done grave harm to both the Constitution and to the fabric of our political and cultural institutions.

SUBSIDIZING COMMUNISM: One particularly egregious
policy was to subsidize our mortal enemies in communist
nations such as the USSR and China. This was alleged to
be beneficial, because it supposedly demonstrated our
benign intentions and would make “capitalist” allies of
ideological enemies.

In truth, much of their so-called “wisdom” originated
with the Pharisees of the Jews’ Media, and was then parroted by their minions, political consultants, K Street lobbyists, mercenary academics and traitorous elected officials on both sides of the Washington “swamp.”

In reality, U.S. loans and “trade credits” to the Soviet Union allowed it to divert resources from its agricultural and
consumer goods sectors, allowing it to build the largest
and most aggressively expansive military in world history.
Likewise, for three decades the rapid growth of the Chinese economy was achieved primarily at the expense of
U.S. national security and economic growth. Hapless administrations allowed China to join the World Trade Organization and granted it Most Favored Nation trade

Members of the political class were paid well to fabricate
their “brilliant” ideas, and many soon became orthodoxy
in the swamps of Washington and other Western Capitals. Almost all of them have been demonstrably mistaken and destructive. Much of it borders on treason.

(Continued on page 17)
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ated an explosion in demand, that has inflated the cost of
admission to unprecedented levels at most schools, far
above the rate of inflation.

status, but then turned a blind eye to China’s theft of U.S.
intellectual property.

It has also attracted a massive influx of students who
slept through 12 years of schooling and who experience
little benefit from the dumbed-down curriculum and
Marxist indoctrination that now passes for a college education. Incredibly, these marginal students now compete
with our brightest math, science and engineering students – and other scholars -- for loans and Pell Grants.

They also ignored the recurring trade deficit between the
two countries resulting from China’s currency manipulation and its imposition of large tariffs on U.S. imports to
China.
Like the Soviet Union before it, China considered rapid
growth to be a necessary prerequisite for the military
build-up it planned to challenge American military
preeminence in coming decades. This rapid growth has
been accomplished at our expense by annually generating $500 Billion trade deficits with us, and by annually
stealing $500 Billion in intellectual property from U.S.
Corporations doing business there.

Equally as galling, their frequent student loan default balances must be absorbed by U.S. taxpayers. These are estimated to total about $170 Billion over the next decade,
and are extremely common among the so-called
“historically black colleges.”
There exist many other examples of truly flawed and
dangerously stupid ideas promoted by our political class.
For example, it was claimed that race quotas would show
our good will to a black minority, but instead, it created a
large population of parasitic race-hustlers, with a vested
interest in their own radicalism.

MULTICULTURALISM: Our political Class has often trumpeted “multi-culturalism” as a societal strength that is
alleged to enrich our culture and civilization by making us
more ”diverse.” Another quaint notion held by our political class is that “diversity” is somehow beneficial to a dynamic American economy. Both reflect the rationale of
our political class for immigration amnesty and open borders.

Likewise, forced integration was claimed to bridge the
persistent racial achievement gap between blacks and
whites. Instead, that gap persists despite trillions of dollars spent to remedy it. Meanwhile, the forced integration of the public schools has destroyed nearly every
large public school system by driving white students,
white administrators and white teachers from the system.

Apologists for “open borders” refuse to recognize that all
this does is attract the dregs of the Third World, most of
whom immediately get on welfare, as 71% of all Hispanic
Immigrant families have done. The latter have no interest
in assimilating and tend to recreate the same Third
World slums with which they are familiar, as they have
done in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Nueva York.

However, the one thing our Political Class has actually
done well is to insulate itself from the ravages of its own
failed policies. After all, the children of our “Political
Class” need never compete with immigrants for employment or academic opportunities, just as our Political
Class would never consider living near the squalid barrios
and ghettos their immigration policies have created.

Third World immigrants also comprise a disproportionately large part of state and federal prison populations:
35% of all inmates detained in California’s state prisons
and county jails are illegal Mexican nationals. This is because 95% of all murder warrants in Los Angeles are for
illegal aliens, and 75% of those on the “Most Wanted” list
in Los Angeles County are illegal aliens, as well.

More than anything, the election of Donald Trump was a
repudiation of the flawed 50-year treasonous
“leadership” of our self-anointed “Political Class,” that
has engaged in a self-serving operation to destroy the
very soul of America under the guise of promoting
“enlightened” ideas.

FEDERAL STUDENT LOANS: Universal college education
was promoted as a great idea, and one that allowed students from all income classes greater access to the
“American Dream,” irrespective of their desire or capacity to learn. Federally guaranteed student loans have cre17
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MILLENNIALS & ADULTHOOD
By Earl P. Holt III
With the usual hubris that characterizes many of her generation, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-Outer Mongolia) has
declared that her “Millennial” generation is “the greatest
generation.” Let’s examine that claim.

Having survived The Great Depression and fought World
War II, most of my parents’ generation achieved adulthood by the age of 21. In contrast, my own, more coddled generation was fortunate to have achieved real
adulthood by their mid-20s. Extrapolating, I am confident
that many Millennials will not be adults until they are at
least 30, if at all.

If there is one characteristic that defines adulthood it’s a
willingness to accept responsibility for the consequences
of one’s own actions and behavior. This implies a willingness to face up to the truth, not only with others, but “to
thine own self” as well.

For example, most people who have bothered to tackle
this subject of Millennials have observed how poor their
work habits are. While many insist that they should be
paid $15 per hour (or more!) for so-called “entry level”
jobs, these same “children” often have difficulty bothering to show up for work on time or showing up at all!
They also tend to spend much of their time texting each
other, and far less time doing anything that would justify
even a $15 hourly wage.

One universal characteristic of children -- even the many
who remain so long after they have reached middle age –
is their refusal to accept responsibility for their own behavior: They always insist on blaming their failings on
external forces, or insist that nothing is wrong at all, and
people just “don’t understand!” An excessive number of
blacks and “feminists” are like this, and far too many Millennials, as well.

(Continued on page 19)
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I have friends in real estate with vast amounts of expertise who often lose real estate listings of the homes of
Millennials to other Millennials, because my friends refuse to adopt the proper “insignia” of Millennials, such as
spiked and oddly-colored hair, grotesque tattoos or
piercings and nose rings.

They also evidence a strong sense of entitlement, because they have become conditioned to expect “free”
stuff. Their e-mail servers are free, they can download
endless free software and free games, and have become
conditioned to expect all their appetites to be satisfied
for free.

The grotesque disfigurements many Millennials display
appear to be an attempt to convey the impression that
the bearer is “deep,” and that their disfigurement is
some sort of profound political or philosophical commentary. In an age dominated by the electronic media, they
somehow assume that this is how people achieve the
recognition and “image” they crave, or how they imbue
their lives with “meaning” because that is what
“celebrities” do.

As a result, many are supported financially far into what
should be adulthood, so they frequently resent having to
pay for things that most adults take for granted. (One
dizzy girl rated my cat’s Veterinarian only three stars out
of five -- despite acknowledging "excellent service" -- because in her own words, she “resented having to pay Vet
bills"…)
A great many Millennials fail to recognize the consequences of their actions in the political realm, as well:
Few understand that their overwhelming support for a
black, communist and Muslim candidate for President in
2008 and 2012 is the reason the U.S. economy remained
stagnant for eight years, and why 96 million otherwise
employable Americans removed themselves from the
work-force.

Another friend who has had a great deal of contact with
them made the following point: Their communication
skills are very poor, and for a number of reasons. Among
other things, they were rarely required to write during
their schooling, so they have poor writing skills.
Thus, their preferred means of communication is via
cryptic messages “texted” on their “smart-phones.” They
will relentlessly text each other for hours, even when
everyone involved in the group conversation happens to
be occupying the same room.

They also fail to realize that many of their number were
"under-employed" for many years because the traitor
they helped to elect and re-elect to the White House had
no interest in “growing” the economy, despite much lip
service to the contrary.

This preference for “texting,” when oral communication
would be quicker, simpler and easier, is evidence of their
obsession with technological gadgets. However, it is also
evidence of their lack of comfort in direct communication
for despite their narcissism, many Millennials are almost
grotesquely introverted.

In fact, Obama’s only interest was to reward his political
supporters with the wealth of others, as he did when
Bondholders of Chrysler and General Motors were transferred to the United Auto Workers during their highly
questionable "bankruptcies."

This condition frequently results in a life lived in a world
peopled by fictional heroes and results in equally powerful obsessions that seem to include cartoons, “zombies,”
video games, super-heroes, the occult and “Bigfoot.”
Sadly, many Millennials appear unable to live in the real
world.

DISTRUST
Millennials also tend to be uniquely “distrustful” of anyone older, and frequently reject the knowledge and experience that older and more experienced people are in
a position to provide. I attribute this to the fact that they
have been routinely betrayed by “educators” and the
Corrupt Leftist Media, whom they have mistakenly trusted for much of their lives. They simply cannot imagine
that anyone knows more than they do.

Edmund Burke once remarked that “If you don’t believe
in God, you’ll believe in anything.” I suspect this explains
much of the enthusiasm that Millennials harbor for the
things most educated people find ludicrous.
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Thanksgiving & Socialism
By Earl P. Holt III
Many Millennials have unabashedly embraced socialism,
as evidenced by the newly-elected New York Congresswoman, Victoria Ocasio-Cortez. Ocasio-Cortez campaigned on a platform advocating free nationalized
health care, free college tuition, free housing, and a guaranteed Minimum Wage of $15 per hour.

Thus, the very societal institutions designed to educate
or inform the public have, themselves, “drunk the KoolAde” and become as delusional as the low-IQ crowd. To
ordinary people who have retained sanity and judgement, none of this makes any sense: Those “utopian”
fantasies to which we are daily subjected by politicians,
celebrities and the Corrupt Leftist News Media have been
discredited for hundreds of years.

Most Millennials may be oblivious to this fact, but implicit in their socialist enthusiasms is the concept of
“utopianism.” This notion has been traditionally promoted by the left, namely, that it’s possible to create an idealized society or “utopia” on Earth, where everything is
“fair” and “equal” and everyone is free to fulfill their personal aspirations. Its vague and ambiguous nature allows
everyone to fantasize their own image of a utopian society, much like a Rorschach Test.

History is cluttered with the remnants and wreckage of
earlier efforts to establish “utopian” societies. One of the
more interesting involves our Pilgrim forebears, and it
took place right here on the North American Continent.
Their experiment with utopian socialism has many profound lessons for us today, even 400 years later:
Despite the quaint narrative taught in school as part of
an on-going multicultural “hustle,” Thanksgiving has
nothing to do with Indians saving the early colonists.
That never happened. Instead, the holiday we recognize
as Thanksgiving was originally an American national holiday in which our Pilgrim forefathers celebrated their
deliverance from socialism and collectivism, and the
starvation and death that accompanied them.

Appeals to “utopian” fantasies have always been an essential element of socialism’s recruitment efforts. Their
promises of an “ideal” or “utopian” society suggest the
extent to which delusion and fantasy can replace reason
and historical perspective. This is true not only among
those of limited intelligence, but also among our ostensibly “enlightened” elite found in academia and government.

The earliest recorded settlers in New England landed at
Plymouth Rock in 1620. On their voyage across the Atlantic, these Pilgrims established the Mayflower Compact, the first recorded instance of a socialist political
economy in North America. Among many other things,
they agreed that everyone would contribute to a common store of food and other goods, and that each person would have an equal share in its ownership and use.

In a bygone era -- when people were truly educated rather than merely indoctrinated -- socialism was a “tough
sell,” because the Soviet Union and “Eastern Bloc” nations were a grim reminder of what socialism really
meant in practice and a stark contrast to their “utopian”
promises. It was abundantly clear to normal people that
any state with the power to nationalize everything
could quickly become a 6,000-mile-long Gulag.

The Governor-General, William Bradford, wrote a detailed history of the Mayflower Company. In it he indicated that there was a great deal of sloth among some
of the strongest and most able members, who felt it
unfair that they should make a disproportionately large
contribution to the common store, but in return, receive
no more than those who contributed little or nothing.

However, since recent college graduates know less about
history and political economics than the average Sixth
Grader of 50 years ago, the utopian vision of Marxism
has become a much easier fantasy to sell. It also doesn’t
help the causes of reason and logic that the misnamed
“Democrat” Party, academia and the Corrupt Leftist Media are feverishly engaged in promoting those very same
socialist fantasies.

Consequently, much arable land was left fallow, and by
Fall, the already meager food stores began to dwindle.
(Continued on page 21)
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To those with the intellect and honesty to objectively
look at the plight of public education, it should come as
no surprise that the idiots who run our public schools
have allowed the true meaning of Thanksgiving to be
completely lost to the last several generations. Moreover, it is doubtful if most would impart its true meaning
to a current generation of students even if they were
aware of it, which few if any are.

Approximately one-third of the Mayflower Company
died that first winter and half died in the first year, with
most succumbing to starvation and diseases associated
with starvation.
The following year, the socialist elements of the Mayflower Compact were eliminated, specifically, those
dealing with this “common store” and the equal division
of shares among members. The institution of private
property was re-established and vigorously defended.
Members were free to work for their own good, and
were also free to dispose of the fruits of their labor as
they alone saw fit.

The irony is, the very idiots who teach in and run our
public schools would establish state socialism tomorrow
if they could, never having themselves, learned the lessons of the Mayflower Compact or the failures of socialism’s “utopian” fantasies. Rather, they parrot the mantra
that previous experiments with socialism just haven’t
been implemented correctly.

As a consequence of the economic benefits of private
property, the following year produced such an enormous bounty that these early colonists were beside
themselves with gratitude to God. As a gesture of their
gratitude, they established a national “Day of Thanksgiving,” and even chivalrously invited friendly Indians to
share their bounty.

Thus, they and their ideological allies like Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez continue to promote their collectivist fantasies and other delusional forms of ignorance to gullible
individuals, and rob them not only of their rich cultural
heritage, but also rob them of one of the most important
lessons that history has ever offered us.

California Scheming
By Earl P. Holt III
If you want to see what America would look like if
“Democrats” were to gain control of the White House
and Congress in 2020, you need look no further than California.

gal immigrants and inviting them to share in its socialist
delusions as well as its elections.
In California’s largest cities -- such as Los Angeles and San
Francisco -- illegal immigrants have quickly recreated the
same Third World squalor they were ostensibly fleeing in
their native lands. The result is endless filth that leads to
diseases presumed to have been eradicated in the civilized world, and the skyrocketing costs of public services
such as health care, for which there is infinite demand.
Let’s look at some facts:

It is a Third World nightmare on the brink of bankruptcy,
because it has willingly and enthusiastically implemented
much of the Marxist insanity that passes for “policy” initiatives among “Democrat” Candidates on the 2020 Presidential Primary campaign trail. California is one smug
“sanctuary” state where homeless loons, syringes and
human waste are everywhere.

THIRD WORLD SANCTUARY: Los Angeles County has a
population of 10.2 million people, but 40% of those employed there work for cash and don’t pay federal, state
or city income taxes from which come the funds necessary for public services. Although these “immigrants” are
predominantly illegal and working without a green card,

It is obvious that much of the treasonous and irresponsible legislation enacted in California has forced many former residents and businesses to flee to other states. The
formerly “Golden State” has clearly tried to compensate
for this loss of population by granting “sanctuary” to ille-

(Continued on page 22)
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California Scheming

this fact does not seem to prevent them from battening
onto the welfare system.

(To the tune of “California Dreaming”
by The Mamas and the Papas)

As many as 300,000 illegal aliens in L.A. County are living in
garages. Moreover, 3.9 million people in L.A. County speak
only Spanish, and are about as enthusiastic about
“assimilating” as they are about paying federal income taxes.
WELFARE: Nearly 60% of all occupants of HUD properties
are illegals. Moreover, while less than 2% of these illegals
are picking our crops, 29% are on welfare. In addition, over
2/3rds of all births in Los Angeles County are to illegal Mexicans on Medi-Cal and paid for by taxpayers.
ILLEGALS & CRIME: 95% of warrants for murder in Los Angeles are for illegal aliens, and 75% of those on the most
wanted list in Los Angeles are illegal aliens, as well. Thus,
nearly 35% of all inmates in California detention centers
are Mexican nationals who are here illegally. Not surprisingly, the FBI reports that half of all gang members in Los
Angeles are illegal aliens and 29% of inmates in federal
prisons are illegal aliens.

L.A.’s black and brown, and San Francisco’s gay
You can’t go for a walk, without a real A-K
Whites and straights unwelcome, they’ll drive you away
California scheming, I simply cannot stay.
I stopped into a church, somewhere within this state
I got down on my knees, worried ‘bout my fate.
But the pastor was a homo, looking for a date
California scheming, I’m learning how to hate.
Now, Sacramento’s where our taxes go to die,
Much of them squandered: makes me want to cry.
Funding those illegals, we dare not ask them why,
California scheming, I gotta say good-bye!

Special Offer to INFORMER Readers!

Dr. Adrian Krieg has written his 34th book, Race, Sex &
Truth. He has made a generous offer to INFORMER
readers for an autographed first edition. He will use your
Individual States do not have the authority to declare bank- payment to pay for paging, cover design, Indexing, Library of Congress registration, and the first print-run. The
ruptcy as individual cities and counties can. This is significant because California’s bankruptcy is inevitable: When it book will sell for $35.00, plus Shipping & Handling. He
anticipates completion in about six weeks.
eventually occurs, the U.S. will be in a position to demand
profound and far-reaching reforms to California’s state
If you pay for the book in advance, accepting his special
constitution and state laws, in return for a bailout of that
offer of $35.00, upon publication he will send you an austate’s truly hopeless financial situation.
tographed copy without additional shipping & handling
Depending upon which party is in power at the time, some
forced reforms might include the following: An end to socalled “sanctuary” cities and counties; Prohibition of all
forms of welfare to illegals; Requiring full and candid cooperation with Immigration Control and Enforcement (ICE)
agents and the re-negotiation of state employee pension
funds that are now a TRILLION DOLLARS under-funded!

charges.
Contents: In addition to race, sex and truth, chapters
include such varied subjects as freedom, religion, guns
and violence, white nationalism, social revolution, and
the meaning of “nation.” There are also chapters on
“History Questions,” euphemisms coined by the
Tavistock Foundation, and the American “Civil War.”
Send orders and payment to:
A2Z Publications LLC
POB 192
Parrish, FL 34219

SAMPLER: Assortment of 10 prominent conservative or nationalist publications available
by subscription plus free gift. Send $10 to:
Sidney Secular, P.O. Box 7753,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20907.

Or: Paypal: A2ZPublications.com
(Mark PayPal order “Special Offer”)
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truly delicious and much-deserved example of poetic justice, and one worthy of a Shakespearean tragedy.
This was inevitable: A party consisting of Muslims, homos, communist Jews, nigras, bitter and rabid feminists,
illegal aliens and corrupt union bosses could not possibly
hold together for long. These amoral and traitorous
groups were united primarily by their greed, hate, willingness to lie and lust for power, so training their viciousness on each other became inevitable.
My advice for decent Americans is to stock-up on popcorn and adult beverages, and then sit back and watch
the fun for the next year. It will be more entertaining
than the Super Bowl.

Submit Letters directly to the Editor:

Citizens Informer
P.O. Box 250
Potosi, MO 63664-0250

Earl P. Holt III
Potosi, MO

Poetic Justice
The beginnings of a race war are stirring in the so-called
“Democrat” Party that may cause it to self-destruct. This
would be an event worth celebrating, since the modern
“Democrat” Party has been the greatest obstacle to
America’s national security and financial stability for 70
years.

Who’s Crazy ?
Communists and other “Democrats” are desperately trying to use the Constitution’s 25th Amendment to remove
President Donald Trump from office. Under this provision, they seek to have him declared mentally unfit for
office.

When Kamala Harris attacked Joe Biden for opposing
forced busing during the first televised Democrat Primary
debate in June, it was the first instance of a phenomenon
that will become more common in the months ahead.
Being the senile dolt he is, Biden’s efforts to fend off the
attacks by Kamala Harris were characteristically confused
and ineffectual.

Strangely, those with Trump Derangement Syndrome -who now call for Trump’s removal -- never applied the
same standards to Rapist-in-Chief Bill Clinton. The latter
shamelessly turned the Oval Office into the “Oral Office,”
and degraded the Presidency as he took advantage of
Monica Lewinsky and many others.

Now, that crazed ignoramus -- Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez-has publicly denounced Nancy Pelosi as a racist because
of Pelosi’s efforts to reign-in AOC, that loud-mouthed and
dizzy communist representative from New York.

So long as a President's official conduct falls within the
scope of the law, there should be no serious questioning
of his state-of-mind, whether sincere or otherwise. Disagreement over policy was never intended to be grounds
for removing a President through the 25th Amendment.

The truly delicious nature of these two events stems
from the fact that denouncing Republicans as “racist”
has been a routine strategy of “Democrats” for over 50
years. As a “Democrat” electoral strategy, false accusations of racism thrown at Republicans are almost as important as black and Hispanic voter fraud.

The desire to become President may, in itself, require a
certain degree of mental abnormality. More often than
not, it is born of a desire to control others by
“transforming” the United States by adopting an alien
ideology.

As more and more Hispanic and black “Democrats”
scramble for power by denouncing the party’s white
leadership, the party will be “hoist on its own petard” in a

The American people should give preference to those –
like George Washington – who accept the nation's high(Continued on page 24)
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Of course, President Trump is no more responsible for
the disparity in salaries between men and women in
World Cup competition than “Bigfoot.” In World Cup
competition, men are paid more because they draw
larger crowds and generate five times the revenues, and
these translate into higher salaries. If women were a
bigger draw, THEY would be paid the higher salaries.

est office only reluctantly, not those with no humility and
who lust for it.
There are more than enough troubled souls in the Psychiatric Profession, already: It should not engage in disingenuous politicization.

The disparity in interest between men’s and women’s
soccer probably lies in the fact that men play a superior
brand of soccer, and possess greater athleticism. How do
we know this? Two years ago, the U.S. Women’s Team
were beaten 5 to 2 by a male high school team from Dallas, against whom they played a practice game in preparation for the World Cup.

Lawrence K. Marsh
Gaithersburg, MD

Making Sport of Feminism
So-called “feminists” have labored for decades to obscure the obvious differences between men and women.
Some even argue that “gender” is a ”false construct,”
much as race-hustlers and communists argue that race is
supposedly a false construct. The “feminist” movement is
a revolt against their very nature.

I am not attempting to diminish women’s soccer, and
have been told by a former male All-American soccer star
that the women play a very high quality brand of soccer.
He praised the U.S. Women’s Team for their teamwork
and passing.

One recent consequence of their attempts to blur gender
distinctions is that so-called “transgender males” are beginning to dominate women’s sports to the detriment of
athletes who are biologically female. Those who are displaced by these “circus freaks” can thank The Ladies’
Auxiliary of Marxism for this absurd state of affairs.

On the other hand, I won’t sit idly by and let the unfair
and unfounded complaints of bitter, neurotic and unhappy lesbians go unanswered. Megan Rapinoe is probably
just angling to get a Nike sponsorship like another misanthropic America-hater that preceded her, that orangutan
Colin Kaepernick.

Because feminism is a form of Marxism, it has attracted
a variety of bitter lesbians and other mentally ill individuals, most of whom harbor profound resentment for
society at large and white men in particular. Each of the
latter subscribes to the delusion that they are
“oppressed” by a sinister and white “patriarchy.”

Stradivarius Jones
Tularemia, AZ

Doublespeak & Doubletalk
I attended the 2019 Nationalist Solutions Conference,
held at the end of June at Montgomery Bell State Park in
Tennessee. On Saturday night David Duke was the keynote speaker. The topic of his speech was the novel 1984
by George Orwell.

The most recent example of this phenomenon is Megan
Rapinoe, one of the stars of the recent U.S. Women’s
World Cup Championship soccer team. She loudly and
publicly refused to visit the White House in celebration of
her team’s World Cup victory because she hates Donald
Trump.

In Orwell's dystopia, the people who were members of
the party would hold a ritual called "Two Minutes of
Hate." In this ritual, the people would scream at an image
of Emanuel Goldstein, recognized as an enemy of the
state.

As children will often do, she holds Donald Trump responsible for her anger and frustration over the fact that
female professional soccer players are paid less than
men. Much like a Rorschach Test, President Trump often
becomes a target for whatever irrational grievances are
held by mentally ill, neurotic, unhappy or delusional leftists across the globe, and particularly those harbored by
irrational feminists.

David Duke gave an interesting interpretation of this. He
claimed that Goldstein was the controlled opposition and
(Continued on page 25)
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It should be patently obvious that Mueller was merely a
figurehead who – based upon his allegedly good reputation -- was drafted to give cover to the activities of the
Special Counsel’s staff. In this role, he helped obscure the
Special Counsel’s true agenda of destroying the Presidency of Donald Trump in what has been termed an unconstitutional and treasonous “soft” coup.

a creation of Big Brother. The state used Emanuel Goldstein in a manner similar to the way that the “Deep
State” uses President Trump as a target of their hate.
David Duke did make one error in his presentation: He
kept using the term "doublespeak." When George Orwell
wrote 1984, he coined the terms "newspeak" and
"doublethink."

Mueller may have been talked into accepting the role of
Special Counsel to help save the careers of many friends
and acquaintances who served in the Obama Administration, and who had earlier engaged in this conspiracy to
destroy Trump as a candidate, and later, as President.

However, if you look up doublespeak in Wikipedia, it will
tell you that terms like doublespeak or doubletalk were
not in common usage in 1948, when 1984 was written.

These “friends” included James Comey, Sally Yates, Jim
Baker, Peter Strzok, Lisa Page, James Clapper, John Brennan and ultimately, Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton.

Ralph A. Brandt
Mesa, AZ

Another important lesson to take away from the spectacle of Bob Mueller’s testimony is that when the Corrupt
Leftist Media declare that someone is “highly respected” or has a “stellar” reputation, it means only one
thing: That person is reliably on their side, politically or
ideologically.

Robert Mueller’s Testimony
For those who missed it, Robert Mueller’s testimony before Congress on July 24, 2019 unquestionably revealed
him to be doddering and confused. It also exposed what
little active participation he had in the Special Counsel’s
investigation that bore his name.

We know this to be true because both Robert Mueller
and disgraced former Obama FBI Director James Comey
were both described in this manner by the Jews’ Media.

There appeared to be enormous gaps in his understanding of the basics of the investigation and its final report,
in particular. To great astonishment, he conceded that
he had never heard of the opposition research firm Fusion GPS, which fabricated the fraudulent “Steele Dossier” that was the sole evidence (or predicate) used to
initiate the investigation of President Trump. (This is
akin to the Warren Commission never having heard of
Lee Harvey Oswald.)

Earl P. Holt III
Flyover, MO

The Great Danger
If the white race is destroyed, it will not be at the hands
of our enemies. No matter how numerous and strong,
they cannot overcome the race that built Western Civilization. No, if we fall, it will be at the hands of our own
people, either those who have been indoctrinated into
hating their race or those who wish to further adulterate
our gene pool with bi-racial offspring.

Mueller also appeared to be unfamiliar with many elements of his own report, indicating that he had little role
in its writing or the investigation that preceded it. Several
times he had to be told by GOP committee members that
the source of statements he was asked to comment upon
came from the Mueller Report, itself!

Either way, these are people who display what the great
20th Century Christian apologist, C. S. Lewis called “the
spaniel in us.” By this, Lewis meant the innate desire by
mankind -- and especially white mankind --to be liked at
all costs. As a dog fawns over its master, so these people
will say and do whatever they believe will bring about the

In addition to very little familiarity with the “Steele Dossier,” he seemed to be unaware of the fact that prosecutors cannot “exonerate” anyone under our legal system.
All they can do is recommend for or against prosecution
based on the available evidence. This is astounding, given
that Mueller has been a high-level functionary in the U.S.
criminal justice system for decades.

(Continued on page 26)
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Demonizing Patriotism
The Democrat Party has demonized the concept of American nativism, or the pride inherent in being native to the
soil of America. Other leftists parrot the slogan that "We
are a nation of immigrants,” and frown on those who
point with pride to being born and raised here.

approval of the person or group they wish to demonstrate their good intentions.
An excellent example of the consequences of this mindset concerns the former head of the Museum of the Confederacy, a man who had no compunction whatsoever
rejecting and destroying the reason and meaning of the
Institution entrusted to him -- as well as the Institution
itself -- to gain the approval and good opinion of the
NAACP!

Reverse racial discrimination must be the order of the
day, to be inflicted upon all of America's native sons and
daughters, say the Democrats.
Illegal aliens get many benefits paid for by the American
tax payer that are not available to America's homegrown, such as free food, free education, free housing,
free legal counsel and free medical care. All this courtesy
of Democrats and RINOs, who consider the word "native"
to be every bit as taboo as that other "N-word”.

Whether or not he achieved that end under his “watch,”
the Museum of the Confederacy was betrayed into becoming just one more politically correct version of
“American history” as written by our mortal enemies. It is
tragic that those who bestowed family treasures upon
that institution must now see them portrayed as examples of Southern wickedness, that is, if they are seen at
all! For the “good opinion” our enemies bestow upon our
foolish brothers is fleeting indeed, and soon whatever
was supposedly gained is quickly and irretrievably lost.

Speaking of words that begin with the letter “N,” it
should be mentioned that most U.S. blacks have historic
roots in American soil as deep or deeper than many European-Americans. A substantial portion of America’s white
population is descended from the "Ellis Island crowd,"
whose ancestors first set foot upon American soil in the
late 19th century. (This was long after the ratification of
the Constitution’s Thirteenth Amendment abolishing
slavery.)

I no longer concern myself with minorities for I see most
of the damage already done and the fate that awaits us
just over the horizon is not accomplished by Somalis in
Minnesota or troglodytes in drug gangs, but by people
who should know better; that is, young (and not so
young) whites who hate their own history from its great
achievements to the Christian Faith that is its foundation.

Every human being needs a sense of belonging to a parcel of soil he can call his own, and “nativism” is merely an
expression of this need. On the other hand, the left
seems intent on obliterating this sense of pride.

Sadly, there are more whites than Muslims trying to destroy Christianity, and that’s saying something! Is there
any hope? I don’t know. Our children and grandchildren
have been indoctrinated by an educational system designed to destroy our culture, and I don’t see how it can
be stopped barring some cataclysm forcing people to
rethink the belief that a socialist, minority-run “utopia”
can be created in this fallen world once whites are destroyed.

Lawrence K. Marsh
Gaithersburg, MD

One Hand Clapping
Williams College intends to host a science and technology symposium in November, and it intends to bar whites
from participating. This “progressive” Massachusetts liberal arts school wishes to provide a forum for what it
terms “new” voices in the field, which is Marxist code for
“non-whites”.

However, what I do know with certainty is that every day
brings us closer to the point of no return. . . .

Williams’ symposium, titled “New Voices in Science and
Technology Studies: A C3 Symposium,” requested schol-

Val Hughes
Hobbiton, The Shire

(Continued on page 27)
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ly ascertain just what it is they are eating on Cinco de
Mayo.

ars submit papers only if they represent a “historically
underrepresented group.”

A team of Latinas are expected to reveal a new technology – much like GPS software – that will indicate the most
convenient route to the nearest U.S. hospital to ensure
that no matter where they happen to be, they are assured of being accommodated when it comes time for
them to drop a litter.

The invitation specifically names “African Americans,
Alaskan Natives, Arab Americans, Asian Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, Native Hawaiians and other Pacific Islanders” as those who are welcome to participate.
Like Elizabeth Warren’s application to join the Harvard
faculty, prospective participants are asked to write a few
sentences proving they are within a “historically underrepresented group.”

One particular Native American project is expected to
refute the traditional Mean Lethal Dose for alcohol,
demonstrating that traditional standards adopted by the
pharmacology profession are inadequate and far too low
to be applied to the physiology of Native Americans.

Ironically – and hypocritically -- the application to participate also provides the usual “equal employment opportunity” disclaimer, falsely and wrongly declaring that individuals from all races are welcome.

If they can remember to attend and are able to find their
way to Williams College, a Native Hawaiian team will present a paper proving empirically that massive quantities
of extremely potent marijuana is beneficial, and enhances one’s judgement and ability to reason while improving
one’s memory.

On its face, barring whites from participating in a technology symposium would be akin to the National Basketball Association prohibiting blacks from participating in
that endeavor: but such race discrimination is apparently
legal when practiced against whites.

A team of Pacific Islanders willing to attend could not be
contacted. Apparently, they are all on vacation somewhere in the South Pacific.

Nevertheless, even though whites are disinvited, it is still
possible to anticipate some of the contributions that
might be forthcoming from “historically underrepresented groups” for the benefit of those who are unable to
attend. For instance:

J. Swift
London, UK

Dumb and Crooked
Certain African-American attendees are expected to reveal a novel formula for cooking “crack” cocaine more
efficiently and with little waste of the product. Another
possible African-American contribution is expected to
involve a variety of bio-feedback techniques for
“beating” the dreaded polygraph.

A former NFL player recently demonstrated just how corrupt the race-hustling industry really is by staging a phony “hate crime” against himself and his business. Edawn
Coughman, a retired journeyman NFL player, was arrested on September 12th and charged with insurance fraud,
giving a false police report, and concealing a license
plate.

Alaskan Natives plan to contribute a new device for defeating the “breathalyzer,” while Arab-Americans will
share new techniques for smuggling high-explosives
without detection or detonation.

An apparent student of the Jussie Smollett School of Race
-Hustlers, Coughman vandalized his own restaurant and
ice cream shop in an attempt to stage a hate crime
against himself. His objective was to benefit from the
insurance proceeds.

Latinos are expected to reveal a new method of tunneling
underground and across borders with minimal likelihood
of detection. It is also anticipated that one team will reveal a technique for distinguishing between the various
entrees found in Mexican cuisine so Yankees can correct-

According to Gwinnett County police: “It appears as
though Edawn conjured a premeditated plan to damage
(Continued on page 28)
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Return of the Undead Amendment
Not too many folks today remember the ERA (Equal
Rights Amendment), and the effort by leftists and feminists to put this monstrosity into the Constitution fifty
years ago. Obviously, the effort was a failure, but for a
very long time the Amendment’s adoption was considered a “slam-dunk.”

his own property, attempt to make it appear as a hate
crime, file a claim with his insurance company, and sell
off the undamaged appliances and electronics.”
Fortunately, a witness reported a burglary in-progress at
Coughman’s Create and Bake Restaurant and Creamery
in Lawrenceville Georgia at 9:30 p.m. on Wednesday,
September 11. Police found considerable damage to its
interior, as well as the words “n*gg*r” and “monkey”
spray-painted on interior surfaces. Naturally, the vandalism also included swastikas and the acronym “MAGA” to
impugn all Trump supporters.

ERA supporters told American women that the ERA
would do for them what the 13th Amendment did for
blacks; that is, it would end THEIR “slavery” to men. Fortunately, there were a lot of savvy ladies in the U.S. who
knew EXACTLY what the ERA was about.
The ERA would have worked like the long-forgotten
ORIGINAL 13th Amendment -- the Corwin Amendment -that was intended to introduce chattel slavery into the
Constitution in perpetuity. That is, slavery could not have
been ended without repealing the Amendment itself.
Among other things, the ERA would have perpetuated
evils far worse than slavery into the Constitution, including the murder of innocents in the form of ABORTION.

It is also fortunate that the witness who initially reported
the crime described the suspect’s car as a black Chevy
Silverado without license plates. When police arrived
soon thereafter, they stopped just such a vehicle
attempting to leave the shopping center.
The Silverado’s driver was none other than Edawn Coughman, and in his possession was the yellow pry-bar he
used to force entry at the restaurant’s back door, while
leaving yellow paint marks in the process. Also in his possession was the restaurant’s surveillance system and a
number of televisions freshly ripped from their mounts.

Thankfully, through the efforts of such women as Phyllis
Schlafly and her Eagle Forum, the truth got out to decent
Americans -- both men AND women -- and the ERA was
soundly defeated. But now it’s back from the dead like
some wretched zombie. Apparently, the culture has
changed to the point at which the leftists and feminists
believe that THIS TIME they can win and, sadly, they may
be right.

Coughman also had black paint on his hands from his earlier efforts to incriminate white people for his crimes, and
was wearing gloves and a “hoodie” despite the unseasonable September heat.

But why has this “scariest zombie” been revived? For the
same reason that the confirmation of Justice Kavanaugh
on the Supreme Court was fought tooth-and-nail. Indeed,
there are still demands that he be impeached because
the Supreme Court may finally be considering modifications to Roe v. Wade that might slowly dismantle at least
its more evil provisions.

This guy is too dumb to continue a life of crime: Earlier in
the day, Coughman reported the vandalism to his insurance company BEFORE he actually committed these
crimes. (Not surprisingly, he never called 911!) When police arrived, they detected the smell of fresh paint and
found the racially-charged graffiti still wet, indicating that
it was Coughman who was the culprit.

For a long time, the minions of the left had no fear that
anything or anyone could modify or overturn Roe, but
that has changed. Also, they believe that now they are
strong enough to put the ERA into what remains of the
Constitution!

These incidents have standard patterns: When this fool
goes on trial, his race-hustling black Defense Attorney
will -- once again -- defame police and all white people
for Coughman’s own misdeeds. We’ll know the racial
composition of the jury by its verdict.
John E. Cochran
Hades, CA

(Continued on page 29)
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their leftist allies to the point that they are often confused about their own “gender.”

It is interesting to note, however, that calls for passage of
the ERA are at present very muted. Apparently, the left is
still wary of “middle America.” If Donald Trump wins in
2020, however, be prepared for a full-blown campaign to
put this “undead” Amendment back on its rotten feet.

Finally, a subject receiving far too little scrutiny is the
endless violence and mayhem found in popular culture
such as films and computer games. It is a well-recognized
principle and technique of the psychology profession that
continued and incremental exposure to a given phenomenon can cause subjects to become “desensitized” to it.

Valerie Protopapas
Hobbiton, The Shire

After one has “vaporized” thousands of video enemies -or cheered the slaughter of legions in the latest toxic release by Hollywood Shylocks -- it is a simple transition for
unstable individuals to enter the three-dimensional
world of their perceived enemies and continue the
slaughter.

Roots of Mass Shootings
It does not take a genius to figure out why we have mass
shootings: Unless you are a Marxist, all it takes is a little
common-sense.
Beginning in the 1950’s Cultural Marxists – who now call
themselves “progressives” -- have systematically secularized America and purged religion from public life. It began with the fraudulent “doctrine” of the “Separation of
Church and State,” which was mined from a private letter
from Thomas Jefferson to the Anabaptists, but has no
weight or bearing in either law or the Constitution.

Adrian Krieg
Florida

Separating Families
The Democrats frequently allege cruelty by President
Donald Trump and his administration for separating migrant parents from their children. They also bitch and
moan about the squalid conditions and overcrowding at
the migrant detention centers.

In their zeal to secularize America, Cultural Marxists determined that religion, morals, and any concept of right
and wrong were to be purged from the public schools
and forbade their teaching. In so doing, they eliminated
the traditional “moral compass” that allowed students to
distinguish between “right” and “wrong.”

We do not separate children from parents who come to
America LEGALLY, and do so only in cases of invaders
coming to America with evil intent. If they come to America illegally, it is reasonable to presume they have evil
intentions.

Moreover, a long series of very evil and misguided Supreme Court decisions -- culminating in Roe v. Wade -paved the way for institutionalized infanticide within
American jurisprudence. Not surprisingly, some states
are currently pursuing legalization of what is euphemistically called “Fourth Trimester Abortions” to take place
after a live birth.

While the left makes separating immigrant families sound
as arbitrary and capricious as possible, it is something
even U.S. citizens sometimes experience: American citizens are separated from their children when they are
arrested or incarcerated.
The outrageous conditions of our migrant detention centers is the responsibility of those who fund and organize
the caravans of Third World immigrants through Mexico,
not the Trump Administration. America does not owe
American citizenship to anyone not born on American
soil.

Compounding these outrages, Cultural Marxists have not
only condoned, encouraged and legalized homosexuality,
they have made it a Constitutional right. Queers now ludicrously assert that there are as many as 14 different
“genders,” a claim made necessary by their numerous
and tawdry sexual practices.

By far, America is the most generous country in the world
for its willingness to accept foreign immigrants into the

For 10,000-years society recognized the existence of two
sexes, male and female: today, however, children have
been indoctrinated and brain-washed by queers and

(Continued on page 30)
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LETTERS, MUSINGS & ASIDES (Continued from page 29)

overstating others, -- times without number -- they refuse to leave the stage, clinging to the biggest scam in
history for all they’re worth. You can see why: If they
convince us that Doomsday’s coming and only they can
save us, they can do anything they want. Either we submit to them, or kiss it all goodbye.

American national family. It is mendacity of the lowest
order, to characterize America as being cruel and inhumane to foreign immigrants.
Lawrence K. Marsh
Gaithersburg, MD

Public school students hear this every day. Higher taxes,
bigger and bigger government—well, we just have to do
it or we’re all gonna die!

Dumbed-Down Kids
Well, well, well! On September 23 we’ll be treated to another “Youth Climate Strike,” supposedly from sea to
shining sea. New York City school authorities have announced that 1.1 million students will be allowed to skip
class without penalty so they can take part in the protests. They want a big turnout because the United Nations Climate Action Summit will be held on Monday,
and it’ll be just so impressive to have a million New York
kids yelling their heads off for world government.

The Far Left Crazy seeks to conquer us: to do to us what
Hitler and Tojo couldn’t do with all their fleets and armies. And in their megalomaniacal scheme of things,
what the schools do is to recruit our own children against
us. And if the schools can’t quite close the deal, there’s
still “higher education” to finish the job on what’s left of
their brains.

Do you think crucial public policies ought to be decided
by a million high school kids parroting a lot of pap
pumped into their heads by Far Left “teachers”?

You don’t get a million kids marching for “action” on
OMG Climate Change (!) without first baking their minds
in a socialist oven, which is what most of our schools are.
That they’ll be marching against their own liberties will
not occur to them—besides which, with the survival of
The Planet on the line, who has time for liberty?

“Organizers expect millions of people to leave work,
home and school,” we are told. We don’t need no stinkin’
prosperity! We don’t need no free republic! Holy cow,
the world’s gonna end in just twelve years—unless all the
governments get together and “DO” something!

The only upside to this is at least they’ll miss a day of
school.
Lee Duigon
New Jersey

Despite the climate cult having been caught lying and
cheating, fudging figures, suppressing some data while

(Continued on page 32)

The Political Cesspool is an award-winning broadcast that can be heard on our
flagship station, AM 1600 WMQM in Memphis, Tennessee, and via the Liberty
News Radio Network’s internet stream, affiliate stations, and shortwave / satellite
network. Go to thepoliticalcesspool.org to listen live over the internet.
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PUT YOUR ESTATE TO GOOD USE
WHEN YOU PASS ON!
Establish a Patriotic Trust in your name
to help save Western Civilization.
Attorney William Johnson has been a pro-white
activist for 35 years. In order to promote the
great awakening that our nation needs, he will
prepare your patriotic trust free of charge and
according to your instructions.
Contact:
William Johnson
Johnson & Associates
350 S. Figueroa St., Suite 190
Los Angeles, California 90071
Tel: (213) 621-3000
Fax: (213) 621-2900
e-mail: johnson@LosLaw.com

CONSERVATIVE CITIZENS FOUNDATION
The Conservative Citizens Foundation is the only tax-deductible entity within the Council
of Conservative Citizens (CofCC.) The Foundation is a true 501 (c) (3).
The Foundation is the appropriate Beneficiary for those wishing to remember the CofCC
in their Estate Planning, and who may wish to benefit from its Tax- Deductible features.
Gifts or contributions may be made directly to the CofCC, but they are NOT tax deductible, because the CofCC is a 501 (c) (4)
corporation.
Occasionally, The Foundation may be in a position to help finance educational efforts in conjunction with a CofCC undertaking, in addition to publishing “Occasional Papers”: The latter are monographs devoted to a specific issue requiring the analysis of experts.
The Foundation has also produced a video exposing the so-called “Frankfurt School,” a treasonous cabal of communist refugees from Europe, who immediately began subverting America's institutions of higher-learning.
Inquiries may be sent to CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250
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In some respects, these incomprehensibly naïve individuals remind me of the late “Timothy Treadwell,” a selfstyled “eco-warrior” who spent many summers on the
Alaskan peninsula living among Alaskan Brown Bears
(“Ursus Arctos,”) until he eventually became their entrée.
One writer speculated that the bears grew weary of
Treadwell’s insipid baby-talk and finally had enough.

LETTERS, MUSINGS & ASIDES (Continued from page 30)
Inevitably Worse
An Australian couple has been arrested by Iran after traveling there to “try to break the stigma around travelling
to countries which get a bad rap in the media.” The couple, Jolie King and Mark Firkin, are the latest victims of
truly staggering naivete among young Westerners when
it comes to Islam.

Treadwell did far more damage than good to those he
wished to assist, which seems to fit the pattern of most
undertakings that are concocted within the skulls of leftists. In addition to getting himself slowly eaten, the bears
ate his girlfriend as well. Park Rangers were then obliged
to shoot several of Treadwell’s bear friends, believed to
be responsible for the carnage.

Their plight is similar to that of Jay Austin and Lauren Geoghegan, an American couple that was murdered by ISIS
jihadists last year while bicycling through Tajikistan.
The savagery of ISIS is well documented and particularly
befitting of an 11th Century Theocracy. Yet, responsibility
for the bewildering naivete of these four misguided souls
lies with the Leftist echo-chamber they inhabited. The
Left has constructed a delusional world where the only
evil that exists is President Trump and his supporters.

Perhaps those of us who support President Trump should
establish a travel agency to promote sightseeing by adventurous young idealists in ISIS strongholds, Iran, and
even the Alaskan National Park system.
Their travel to exotic destinations just might make America a better place…

In their fantasy world, Islam is “a religion of peace and
tolerance,” and those who disagree are “Islamophobes.”
Likewise, borders are an anachronism, and even the concept of nation-states is a relic of the past. In their
worldview, only Donald Trump and the “far-right” are
dangerous.

Stanley Livingston
Bora-Bora

Pedophilia and Hypocrisy
By Joe Sobran, May 8, 2001
I guess I hit a nerve. When I wrote, a few weeks ago, of
my disgust with the homosexual movement, I got a barrage of mail accusing me of being “ignorant.” One correspondent spelled it “igorant.”

This stands to reason. On what grounds would one category of perverts oppose another — especially when the
two categories overlap?
If I am “ignorant,” it must be because I overlooked a multitude of “gay” denunciations of child molesters. But if
such denunciations have been forthcoming over the
years, why has nobody called them to my attention?

Oddly enough, nobody bothered telling me exactly what I
was ignorant of. None was able to point out factual errors in what I’d written. These were just people who assume that anyone who disagrees with them, or disapproves of their sanitation-defying deviancy, must be
“ignorant.” (Or “igorant.”)

One could easily get the opposite impression. Why have
the “gay” groups been so avidly targeting children? They
want little kids to be taught homosexual propaganda and
even sexual techniques in public schools — remember
the notorious Heather Has Two Mommies?

My chief point was that the major homosexual organizations have never repudiated pedophilia. On the contrary,
the North American Man/Boy Love Association
(NAMBLA) is a regular participant in “gay” events.

Under homosexual pressure, one liberal private school in
(Continued on page 33)
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As NAMBLA attests, pedophilia is no longer a love that
dare not speak its name. But NAMBLA’s allies are still
slightly restrained by discretion and don’t yet want to
advertise the entirely predictable connection between
homo militancy and pedophile militancy. And as long as
the media won’t deal with Pedophilia, Inc., they are doing their part to keep the public ignorant. There’s no
need for the pedophiles to stay in the closet when ignorance is sustained by the people who are supposed to be
dispelling it.

Manhattan has just announced that it will no longer observe Mother’s Day or Father’s Day. The principal explained to parents that “families in our society are now
diverse and varied” and therefore “the recognition of
these holidays in a social setting may not be a positive
experience for all children.” Such as Heather.
The homo groups, who demand “tolerance” for themselves but show very little toward others, harbor a particular animosity toward the Boy Scouts. Can’t they leave
anything alone? No. Especially children. They make homosexual scoutmasters a top priority, with no consideration — with, in fact, sheer contempt — for parents who
worry about their young sons. You could almost get the
impression that these groups want boys exposed to homo men, couldn’t you?

For many years I was indeed ignorant. I am somewhat
less so now, having opened my eyes to the obvious. And
I’m sure that if I spent more time reading the homo literature, I’d notice many more things that aren’t meant for
prying eyes.
As Samuel Johnson once observed, “No man is a hypocrite in his pleasures.” But many men are hypocrites
when it comes to defending their pleasures, especially
the illicit ones. The porn consumers used to insist: “I only
buy it for the articles.” The pedophiles insist that they
only want children to be sexually “liberated” for the kids’
sake.

Just as homo literature equates the normal aversion to
homosexuality (“homophobia”) with bigotry, it equates
opposition to pedophilia with “racism.” In England, homo
groups constantly militate for lowering the age of consent for sexual acts. The movement’s bible is the Kinsey
Report, which vastly overstated the number of homosexuals in the population — preposterously putting it at
10 per cent — and offered detailed research, from direct
observation, on sexual experiments on children.

Far more often than polite society wants to admit, stereotypes and cynical suspicions are correct. Some of the
worst liars afoot are those who, in the name of fighting
“ignorance,” want to “raise your consciousness.”

Meanwhile, the “mainstream” news media, which play
down even murders of boys by pedophiles, never mention the pedophile component of the movement. That
would be “reactionary,” like pointing out Communist participation in “liberal” causes a generation ago. The
“progressive” etiquette code forbids noticing such things.
(It does however permit, even require, reporting the participation of, say, white supremacists in conservative
causes.)

Copyright © 2019 by the Fitzgerald Griffin Foundation. All
rights reserved. This article was published originally by
Griffin Internet Syndicate on May 8, 2001.
Joe Sobran (1946-2010) was an author, political commentator, and syndicated columnist for over 35 years.

Interpreting Adam Schiff:
By Earl P. Holt III
In the wake of the controversy surrounding President
Trump’s July 25 phone call with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky, in a totally unprecedented action,
President Trump released a transcript of that call. On
September 26 Congressman Adam Schiff – Chairman of

the House Intelligence Committee – engaged in what he
called a “parody” of President Trump’s July 25 telephone
call to Zelensky.
(Continued on page 34)
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I know in my heart of hearts that my parody of President
Trump’s telephone conversation with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky was fraudulent and inappropriate. However, I recognized two things at the time:
First, the vast majority of “Democrats” are too stupid
and ignorant to understand what a “parody” is.

It is clear that the contents of the call did not include the
incriminating evidence that Schiff and other “Democrats”
had hoped. In response, Schiff engaged in what he called
a “parody” of the transcript, and applied a great deal of
“interpretation” to President Trump’s motives and the
explicit text. Both were totally unrelated to anything
President Trump actually stated in his conversation.

Secondly, I know that the other communist Jews, nigros,
homos, Muslims, bitter feminists and Third World garbage -- who ARE the “Democrat” Party -- won’t care that
I engaged in parody, nor will they care about my personal attempts at “creative license”: They will accept my
personal interpretations as accurate, owing to “Trump
Derangement Syndrome” or some other form of mental
illness.

Since Schiff has established a precedent for free-lance
interpretations of other people’s conversations, we at the
Council of Conservative Citizens have undertaken to
“interpret” Congressman Schiff’s “parody.” This is a subjective interpretation, and entirely our OPINION.)
INTERPRETING ADAM SCHIFF: “As a Jewish communist
and a queer, I am biologically and psychologically incapable of telling the truth. As such, mendacity, prevarication and other forms of lying are my stock-in-trade.

Finally, I feel it only appropriate that I come clean and
reveal another truth about myself: I have carried on a
romantic relationship with one of my neighbors’ male
goats for the past seven years. We are so truly in love,
however, that we are not interested in the disapproval
of bigoted Christians, conservatives or Republicans
who refuse to
acknowledge our truly
loving relationship. We
plan to marry.
We’re truly in love
Adam Schiff”

This was evident over the past two years when I went on
news media channels approximately 250 times claiming
that I had seen “conclusive evidence” that President
Trump engaged in “collusion” with Russia to influence
the 2016 General Election. This was a clear example of
my emotional instability and lack of fitness for office,
because I knew for a fact that no such evidence existed.

They Aren’t Kidding
By Lee Duigon
“Your message couldn’t be sent because it includes content that other people on Facebook have reported as
abusive.”

or phrase I used. I suspect it must have been the words
“Democrat doofus.”

Facebook censored me again this week, and that little
quote above was all the explanation I received—which is,
of course, no explanation. I received it literally within seconds of composing my blog post and attempting to share
it on Facebook.

Meanwhile, in the totally uncensored world of left-wing
nooze media, NBC Nooze ran an opinion piece by some
other doofus who said “Heterosexuality is just not working anymore” and women should abandon it. She tapped
Jeffrey Epstein and the Dayton and El Paso shooters to
represent the heterosexual male population, billions of
us, on the earth. No hate here.

What “other people” even had time to read the post, let
alone report it as abusive? Facebook’s message is a lie.
What they really mean is that their robot, employing
mindless algorithms because it’s only a machine and
can’t think, got its “censor” button pushed by some word

The term that springs to my mind is “in your face.”
For almost all of my lifetime, Democrats and other liberals masqueraded as reasonable, moderate, fundamental(Continued on page 35)
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KIDDING (Continued from page 34)
Why do these people not bother to pretend they’re fair
or reasonable? What do they know—or think they
know—that tells them they don’t have to?

ly sane and decent people. We often disagreed with
them, we thought their recommended policies misguided, and the policies they managed to carry out were
widely unsuccessful—but we didn’t think they were out
to trash the country.

Has God saddled them with a delusion that will lead to
their total defeat, and their end, at least temporarily, as a
viable political movement? If only. But they’re acting now
as if they believe they’re invincible, and I would very
much like to know what makes them think so. Have they
devised a secret fool-proof scheme for voter fraud? Or
some sure-fire means of suppressing Republican votes? I
mean, Hubert Humphrey had more than his share of
loopy liberal ideas, but he didn’t trot them out for public
view. Why have today’s liberals cast away their masks,
and act like what normal people think of them simply
doesn’t matter anymore?

We were wrong. They have shred that pretense. Now
they just come out with stuff that’s off the wall, just plain
evil, or both.

A simple rule of thumb: whatever a liberal proposes, just
ask, “What if everybody did it?” And if the answer is “The
human race goes extinct,” or “The country collapses into
violence and chaos,” or “We lose our liberty,” that means
it’s something that should not be done. Examples are
easy to understand. If all women reject heterosexuality,
we go extinct. If our country’s borders are erased, we get
chaos. If we start throwing people into prison for disbelieving in Man-Made Climate Change, or using the wrong
pronouns, we lose our liberty.

We need to know.
Meanwhile, just in case you wanted to know, the
“Democrat doofus” featured in my censored blog post
was Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who says we can pay for
socialism and the Green New Deal just by printing more
money. You can find the post on my blog, Aug. 26.

Oh—and they also attack you in the street, if you wear a
MAGA hat. Not a single Democrat in Congress has found
any fault in this. Looks like they’re okay with it.

I have discussed these and other issues throughout the
week on my blog, http://leeduigon.com/ . Stop in for a
visit (before I get censored again); a single click will take
you there. My articles can also be found at
www.chalcedon.edu/ .

The censorship is getting more and more blatant, and it’s
always a one-way street. Leftist loons swarmed onto my
wife’s Facebook page to call for the violent death of our
president. No hate there. Does Facebook censor them?
Visit any of their Facebook pages (as we have just done),
and you’ll find President Trump in particular and nonleftist Americans in general called a lot worse names than
“doofus.” Apparently no one ever reports that stuff as
“abusive.”

© 2019 Lee Duigon – All Rights Reserved
E-Mail Lee Duigon: leeduigon@verizon.net

L.O.S. Statement on White Nationalism
By Dr. Michael Hill
The U.S. House Jewdiciary Committee headed by Jerry
Nadler (D -- NY) opened hearings on April 9 on the alleged “dangers” posed by White nationalism. Moreover,
on March 28, Eliot Engel (D -- NY), Chair of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, wrote to Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo asking that the US State Department take an
active role in combating White nationalism on an international scale.

White nationalism is conveniently defined by these people as anything Whites do to resist their own disenfranchisement in the very nations founded by their forebears.
To those of us in the League of the South, White nationalism and our branch of it -- Southern nationalism -- is a
natural and necessary response to Jewish, Black and Lati(Continued on page 36)
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by the enemies of our freedoms to prevent us from
standing in defense of all that our Founders bequeathed
to us, who themselves, would fit the current definition of
“White nationalists.”

no Supremacism, as well as other forms of the same Multiculturalist and Marxist ideology that openly calls for the
displacement of Whites and the destruction of our civilization.

As an organization, The League of the South has obeyed
the laws of this land for a quarter century, and we will
not stand by and allow ourselves to be marginalized,
much less accused of criminality, in defense of our Godgiven blessings as Southerners in particular and as White
Men and Women in general.

We must first make our voices heard in protest of these
attempts to criminalize lawful and moral White dissent.
We must let it be known that we shall dare to defend our
rights and perform our duties to our people and civilization. We will not stand idle while our moral actions to
defend ourselves under the ancient law of salus populi
are outlawed. No man or woman deserving of their freedom would ever consent to such a thing.

Any attempt to twist and pervert the law to diminish us
and our standing will be viewed as a hostile act meant to
destroy us. That we shall not permit.

Moreover, we must redouble our efforts to alert and organize our people against this open and blatant attempt

(Dr. Michael Hill is President of the League of the
South.)

HIGH SCHOOL ESSAY CONTEST
There’s an old adage that is sometimes applied to the Apostle Paul: “There’s no zealot like a convert.”

This principle also applies to those who were once committed Marxists, but who experienced an
“epiphany” similar to that of St. Paul, and spent the remainder of their lives exposing the evils of totalitarian Socialism. The most famous of these is George Orwell, author of the books Animal Farm and 1984.
Describe the characteristics of totalitarian Marxism illustrated in Orwell’s two books, and apply them to
current cultural and political phenomena that demonstrate his vision and insight.
RULES
Prizes are $1000 for First Place and $500 for Second Place.
Competition is open exclusively to those enrolled in high school, and not yet attending college on December 31, 2020. Submissions must be received by this date. (CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250.)
Essays must be in a digital format, should not exceed 1,500 words and will remain the property of each author: Sponsor retains “One Time” publication rights in the CITIZENS INFORMER.
All work except quotes must be the original work of the authors, and Semi-Finalists will be interviewed
about their work to establish its authenticity. Any form of plagiarism will be a disqualification.
Authors may request a pseudonym when their work is published, to protect them from the many Cultural
Marxists who lurk in academia.
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Pocahontas

Pocahontas, Pocahontas, Trump has named you
But you’re not like the Injun’ in that tale;
Is it ‘cause of your baloney that he shamed you
When claiming kin for whom you’re much too pale?
Did you deceive the voters, Pocahontas?
Like you lied to land your gig at Harvard U?
All those whoppers you’ve brought to your campaign
Are recycled Stalinism and not new.
Are you real and not phony Pocahontas?
Or just a dizzy liar and a fraud?
Do you really trust the voters Pocahontas?
Or must you tell them lies each time you speak?
All those wacko ideas you’ve been promoting
Indicate your campaign’s prospects must be bleak.
Are you real and not crazy Pocahontas?
Or just a dizzy liar and a fraud?

Crazy Bernie’s Hypocritical Oath
By Earl P. Holt III
While campaigning in Las Vegas for his nationalized
health care plan, Bernie Sanders -- the socialist candidate
for President –- suffered a mild heart attack. He was expeditiously admitted to a nearby hospital, received two
cardiac “stints,” and released two days later.

good health care and great doctors and nurses...” He
added, “Medicare for All!”
Crazy Bernie’s verbal sleight-of-hand camouflages the
fact that his “Medicare for All” plan is not Medicare at all,
but really a blueprint for socialized medicine that would
eliminate Medicare entirely. A more accurate description
would be Medicaid-for all, one that mimics the British
National Health System and other European socialized
medicine schemes.

In a delicious example of irony – one lost only on Sanders and his clueless supporters -- is the fact that Sanders
would be dead were it not for America’s PRIVATE system of health care, one that Sanders wants to destroy
by nationalizing it.

The fact that Bernie was immediately admitted to a hospital and received an angioplasty may not sound exceptional to most Americans, but it would astonish many
living under the various nationalized health care schemes
in Europe and Canada.

Sanders has campaigned for decades against private
health care, the very system that last week saved his life.
He wants to take away everyone else’s access to the kind
of care he received by eliminating private health insurance and creating a single, government-funded system.

For example, the Brits wait an average of more than 55
days for the same treatment, while Canadians needing
angioplasty must wait about 11 weeks for treatment. In
Norway, Bernie would have waited 39 days, and 42 in
Finland.

The fact that his campaign refused to disclose which hospital he was admitted to was clearly done to avoid the
embarrassing concession that when Sanders needed
care, he opted to go to a PRIVATE hospital. The following
day he Tweeted “I'm feeling good. I'm fortunate to have

(Continued on page 38)
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Crazy Bernie came to Los Vegas to attend a Medicare-forAll town hall meeting. Ironically, he was unable to
attend because he was otherwise indisposed getting his
hypocritical life saved by the same system of private
medicine care that he wants to destroy.

Like all leftists – especially those belonging to the Tribe -Crazy Bernie wants the goyim (“cattle”) to muddle along
under a rationed system of socialist health care, while he
continues to receive world-class private health care as a
U.S. Senator and multi-millionaire.

The only reason Sanders is still around to continue his
campaign for socialized medicine is because he was not
living under such a system when he became ill.

Circus Freaks Exposed In Arkansas!
By Billy Roper
For the last four years, a motley collection of homosexual
activists and sodomites have held “Diversity Festivals” in
Harrison, Arkansas. They specifically targeted Harrison
because of its reputation as a wholesome, conservative
and predominately White community. These “festivals”
have featured water slides, face painting and other
attractions designed to appeal to small children.

This year, one member of the movement exploited their
position at the Harrison Quality Inn to convince it to
serve as both the venue and a sponsor of the 2019 Harrison Diversity Fest, using the Inn’s Conference Center.
The “fest” promoted the usual prancing and “nancying”
around, including a Drag Queen Competition for all age
groups as a means of recruiting children under twelve
years of age and concluding with a Drag Queen “StoryTime.”

These recruiting efforts by organized pederasty have
been protested by White Nationalist groups and their
allies, but were studiously ignored by local news media
and the community at large: both wrongly assumed the
activists would go away if denied coverage. Instead,
Harrison’s lack of resistance has only encouraged these
Antifa and communist-supported homosexuals to become even more flagrant in promoting their perverse
lifestyles.

Also on the agenda was a Gay Dance Party to precede
the next day’s Gay Pride Parade around the downtown
Courthouse Square and ending with a flamboyant homosexual party at the Lyric Theater, also a supporter of their
sick “Diversity Fest.”
(Continued on page 39)
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While some held signs and banners in peaceful protest
against the depravity going on inside, others drove
around the area to keep an eye out for potential security
threats. Later, as dusk approached, we gathered for a
celebratory dinner together in a nearby restaurant that
doesn’t sponsor queer activities.

Although originally scheduled for June, the Harrison
event was postponed until September of 2019 owing to
their fear of exposure and being counter-protested by
anti-sodomite groups. As it turned out, they were not
able to avoid the public scrutiny they wished to avoid.

There was no permit necessary for this legal expression
of our First Amendment Rights on public property using
the highway median, and the police who did arrive were
professional and courteous. It’s likely that they don’t like
pedophiles and child molesters any more than the rest of
us.

The ShieldWall Network (SWN,) has successfully neutralized and “doxed” a number of left wing and Antifa activists who previously supported the Harrison Diversity Fest.
This year, however, it was decided that rather than merely show up to protest their organized perversity, instead,
the SWN would surprise the sodomites from the very
start of their festivities and expose the Quality Inn for
“selling-out” by sponsoring such a thing.

Overall, one very important lesson was demonstrated
by the SWN’s participation in this protest: such evils as
the sexualization of children and their exposure to Drag
Queen Competitions and Gay Dance Parties only succeed when they are ignored. If the news media and
elected officials turn a blind eye, then we must do their
jobs for them.

A conversation with a self-described “representative” of
the Quality Inn revealed that this individual does, indeed,
support the sexualization of children, at least when not
serving beer at a local restaurant.

Those who are not sufficiently provoked by Drag Queen
Story-telling and all-ages Drag Queen Shows – at least
enough to speak out against them -- need both a brain
check and a gut-check. There is no deeper cultural rot,
there is no more clear perversion, and there is no greater
reason to take a stand, nor greater need to do so. Those
who refuse to participate, no matter what their rationalization, have no right to call themselves leaders of anything in their communities.

Prior to the event, The SWN gathered information on the
organizers, financial backers, and activists behind this
year’s event. Some of it was published ahead of time on
the internet for legal and informational purposes, using
online data. Literally hundreds of phone calls were made
by volunteers to both the Quality Inn and its management, as well as to its corporate headquarters.
Following such due diligence, direct action was planned.
Since the LGBTQP groups involved had decided to call
their two day event a “Diversity Conference,” SWN members gathered on the highway median in front of the
Quality Inn with a large, professionally made banner
which stated in bold red letters, “DIVERSITY = WHITE
GENOCIDE.”

Many people believe that a civil war is inevitable in the
near future that may tear this country apart. If America
has declined to the point that it has become a place
where the recruitment and sexualization of children is
not just tolerated but promoted and condoned, then that
civil war cannot come soon enough for many of us.

The timing could not have been better, coinciding as it
did with the peak of Harrison’s Friday rush hour traffic.
Hundreds of commuters saw the SWN’s banner and other signs, and most gave us the “thumbs up” sign or
honked and waved in support of our protest. Two women, previously unknown to us approached us to ask the
purpose of our demonstration: when correctly informed, they joined us and remained throughout the
protest, one of them even holding a sign.

Until then, we will continue to lawfully, peacefully and
publicly protest against the recruitment and sexual exploitation of children. We hope to inspire and embolden
other like-minded people through our example. Thanks
are extended to those who join us in doing so wherever
they find such evil.
(Billy Roper is the Coordinator for the ShieldWall Network.)
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JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE:
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR SERVICE
Hear Pastor Pete Peters daily on WWCR shortwave radio.

24 hours a day; seven days a week—Daily internet streaming:

www.ScripturesForAmerica.org
For a FREE newsletter with complete broadcast schedule, write to

Scriptures for America, POB 766, LaPorte, CO 80535, USA.

The Nationalist Times
Subscribe to America’s best patriotic newspaper. In each month’s issue, The Nationalist Times tackles politics, economics, race, immigration, cultural communism, privacy issues, the rapidly growing high-tech surveillance state and Washington, D.C.’s rush to totalitarianism, and all the other doings of the New World Order subversives, and we do it from a
perspective that infuriates liberals and globalists and delights patriots.
Published monthly since 1985, The Nationalist Times is politically independent and promotes a common sense, intelligent and passionate alternative to the reigning “party line.”
Readers of The Citizens Informer may subscribe to The National Times for the special introductory offer of just $29.00
for one year, or $55 for two years. That’s more than half off the regular subscription price! Send your subscription to:

The Nationalist Times, P.O. Box 218 , Wildwood, PA 15091
FREEDOM MOVEMENT ACTION NEWSLETTER

Council of Conservative Citizens
P.O. Box 250
Potosi, MO 63664-0250

has news, views, and recommended action on subjects of
interest to patriots, including many things not covered
elsewhere. It features in-depth, engaging, yet concise
summaries in a unique word-play style. No compromises-no retreat--no surrender.
Twelve bimonthly and thoroughly engrossing issues cover
a two year period for only $34, or $3 for a sample copy.
Provide legible contact information including mailing address. Send check or money order to:
Sidney Secular, P.O. Box 7753, Silver Spring, MD 20907.
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A ST. LOUIS KWANZAA
by Earl P. Holt III
‘Twas the night before Kwanzaa and all through the hood,
the nigros were restless, and up to no good.
Lookouts were perched at each corner with care,
to alert all the crack-dens if PO-lice came there.
Fumes of “Mad Dog” and weed wafted strong through the air,
while addicts shot smack with nary a care.
The children all braided their corn-rows real tight,
hoping some white “mark” would stray by that night.

The Crips and the Bloods made their Holiday Peace,
vowing in common to “F*** the PO-lice.”
Even the whiggers hid under their beds,
while visions of race riots danced in their heads.
In a crack-house, some scofflaws were lighting more rock,
when all of a sudden, there came a loud knock:
Then what to their wondering eyes did appear,
but St. Louis’ Finest, in full riot gear!
Doors tore from their hinges and crashed to the floor,
as miscreants screamed, terrified to their core.
The cops went to work with their nightsticks in hand,
swinging at skulls as the Africans ran.
A beating ensued as they tried to escape,
AND NOBODY GOT IT ON VIDEOTAPE !
A loud cry was heard by those able to flee,
“Happy Kwanzaa, you punks, from the SLPD.”
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Boycott Chinese Products!
By Dr. A. H. Krieg
When our washing machine broke down, I gained an entirely new outlook on the times in which we live. I
thought our LG machine was Korean, but in fact, I discovered that it was actually manufactured in China. And
therein lies a lesson!

or repair or warranty centers -- NOTHING!!!! This nearly
50-page Owner’s Manual is useless! LG apparently does
not even have a service company and must contract-out
that task to third parties. LG does not even provide a telephone number or E-mail address for service on their
Internet site.

The machine supposedly had a 10-year warranty, but the
only thing covered for 10 years is the motor: everything
else is covered for only 90 days.

After some searching on the Net I found Sears Home Service listing LG as one of the washers they repair. After a
lengthy discussion with their Live Support, I learned that
a service call was $89 and someone would come the following Monday morning. After that, I was switched to
another person who made an appointment for me. Then
I was switched to another person who told me that it
would cost $150 plus parts. When the charge was almost
doubled, I cancelled all appointments and was informed
that someone would call back. No one called.

The machine is three years old and cost $1,3000 but it
broke down after being used just 150 times. LG was disinterested in our problem and suggested that we purchase
a Service Manual, not provided despite the $1,300 price.
We had The option of downloading it from the Internet,
but it proved so complicated that I was unable to do it.
Fortunately I have an acquaintance who used to be in
Information Technology, and it took him only 20 minutes
to negotiate LG’s website to download the correct manual. I was elated: after all, it was just a leak and the service manual was sure to provide repair instructions. I was
mistaken: the manual is useless!

Eventually, it was arranged that our machine would be
repaired on the following Monday, until I received a telephone call cancelling that appointment, and vowing that
someone would get back to me about a possible service
call on Thursday or Friday. I waited with bated breath,
but again nothing happened.

The LG Owner’s Manual was not written by an engineer
or industrial designer, it was written by a lawyer. As a
manufacturing engineer by profession, I knew this as
soon as I began reading the 48 page document. The first
five pages were legal boiler-plate to protect LG from law
suits by morons who should be doing their laundry in a
bucket by a river.

On Monday I called them – trying one number after another – and finally lucked out. I reached a woman who
canceled all the other appointments and gave us a new
one for Tuesday the original $89 service fee, but at this
point I do not know if she canceled the $150 charge on
my credit card.

Then came three pages of introduction, followed by seven pages of Installation Instructions, then preparations
for doing laundry. (Things that we in the West have done
for over 50-years.) Pages 36 to 42 contained instructions
for using the washing machine. The Maintenance section
described how to attach the water hose and drain tube,
while Troubleshooting provided no information for fixing
anything. Finally is a page recommending what to do before calling for service, following more and more useless
information.

Finally on Tuesday, the man from Sears showed up. He
had to take most of the machine apart before he found
the leak in a hose. Obviously it was a design error as the
hose rubbed on the side of the machine every time it ran,
eventually wearing a hole.
LG does not provide parts lists so he had no stock hose,
but as a good mechanic, he was able to salvage some
hose from another appliance to fix the machine. I paid
him about $92 and hope that’s the only bill I receive. This
is the first time I found a manufacturing company that

There were no schematics, pictures of operating systems,
nor were there parts lists, or a list of common problems,

(Continued on page 43)
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about happy customers and good products, it’s about
making the product in the locale with the lowest labor
costs and with the least government regulations. That
means no labor unions, no employee benefit programs,
no service availability, no social security, and no
healthcare, and designs that fail ten days after the expiration of the warranty.

farms out its repairs, warrantees, parts, etc., to a secondtier contractor.
This episode has led me to consider our modern society’s
present deleterious state. I was in the power tool and
machine tool industry from 1953 to 1987. Every machine
we supplied came with a User’s Manual, a Schematic, a
Parts List, some basic tools, any required special tools, as
well as takedown and re-assembly instructions. It was
supplied so that our customers could repair it in the field
(Our equipment was about ten times as complicated as a
washing machine.)

Service is farmed out to third parties and in turn, subcontractors, who subcontract the actual service work to a
fourth party, self-employed contractors, in order to avoid
any possible benefit costs.
That crap is called “free trade,” and has been sold to the
public by Libertarians who understand absolutely nothing
about manufacturing, production, distribution or service.

We wanted our customers to be so satisfied with our
products that they considered them to be the best available. (By the way, our Warranty was 12 months, and
with power tools for life of the product, excluding
wear.) All that has changed. Today, business is not

(Dr. Krieg is an SME certified manufacturing engineer
with a doctorate in manufacturing science. He was a
CEO for 37-years. )

BOOK REVIEW

Kaiter Enless. Defamation Factory: The Sordid History of the
Anti-Defamation League. Reconquista Press, 2018.
By Tomislav Sunic
There is such a huge literature on Jews that it makes one
wonder whether it is necessary at all to add more books
on this subject. For the most part, the literature on Jews,
at least as far as our postmodern discourse is concerned,
depicts them as eternal victims of irrational prejudice by
non-Jews. Hence, Jewish victimhood—either real or surreal—must now be projected worldwide as an educational tool for preordaining Jews as moral pillars of all of humanity.

In Defamation Factory, Keiter Enless focuses on the power and tactics of the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), but
also discusses Jewish psychology. He explains a specific
Jewish binary behavior: constant fear of sudden antiJewish outbursts on the one hand, and, on the other, the
obsessive Jewish quest to suppress their critics, whom
they label “anti-Semites.” One merit of this book is that
its author delves into semantic distortions used in the
ADL discourse on potential or purported critics of Jews.
While it is today acceptable to talk in general about
“German crime,” or “Russian crime,” or “American
crime” without criminalizing the entire German, Russian
or American nation, the same generic usage of the word
“Jew,” let alone the verbal construct “Jewish crime,” is
unacceptable and even, as is the case in modern Europe
today, subject to criminal sanctions.

In addition, these perpetual victims must be appointed to
serve as the conscience of always aggressive and unpredictable Gentiles. Even the literature critical or hostile to
Jews, which as a rule carries the label, “anti-Semitic,”
plays an important role in bolstering Jewish identity.
Were there no more anti-Semites around, it is questionable how much longer Jewish identity would survive. Likewise, if all present anti-Semites were to disappear for
good, a new brand of anti-Semitism would likely need to
be invented.

The substantive “Jew,” even when used in a neutral political context, must be avoided. It should not come as a
surprise that even the short, high-pitched English phoneme “Jew” /dʒuː/ is getting more and more replaced by
(Continued on page 44)
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Mary Phagan in Atlanta in 1913 and his subsequent
lynching by an angry mob came served as an excellent
test case that legitimized the future activities of the ADL.

a somewhat attenuated low-pitched adjective consisting
of the two English syllables “Jew-ish,” thought to be able
to offer some safe haven to a writer venturing into critical comments on some aspects of Jewish behavior — albeit always on guard not to cross the line, lest they get
branded an “anti-Semite.”

Today, we take for granted the usage of the expression
“hate speech,” as if this expression had been embedded
in English and American literary and juridical baggage
ever since the birth of the English language or the birth of
Geoffrey Chaucer. It is often forgotten that this equally
abstract, generic expression is of recent provenance,
practically unknown in the modern English language until
the end of the 1970s.

Similar recourse to the adjectivization of the noun “Jew”
is taking place in French and German speaking media and
scholarship. Merely mentioning the German barrelsounding and prolonged two-syllable noun “Jude” ( “yoodeh”) — no matter what the context — or the shrill
French one-syllable noun “juif” /ʒɥif/, even if no Jewbashing is intended, sounds disturbing in the ears of
Jews. The intention is clearly to inhibit discussion of Jews
at all, whether legitimate investigations of Jewish power
and influence or the ravings of mentally deranged antiSemites.

Nowadays, this newspeak expression “hate speech” is
being mightily championed by the ADL and similar institutions promoting peace and racial tolerance. The expression “fighting against hate” has become a major
battle cry of the ADL, also entering into the daily parlance
of modern citizens and their politicians who seldom bother to examine the origin of this expression or the motives
of its inventors. The author notes that “a world without
hate…is after all, a phrase which the ADL liked so much
that they had it trademarked.”

Keeping this in mind, it comes as no surprise that ever
since its founding, the ADL has maintained a keen interest in having the last word in shaping public discourse—
first in America, later in Europe. Having realized the power of words the early founding fathers of the AntiDefamation League, decided to adorn themselves with
this nice, abstract, flowery, and lachrymose title, thus
providing a veneer of impartiality for public consumption.
It avoided labeling itself with an earsplitting qualifier like
“Jew” or “Jewish.”

The book also sheds light on the verbal inversions carried
out by the ADL and its non-Jewish minions and how their
linguistic manipulations result in the inversion of political
reality. Or to put it more academically, verbal inversion
always leads to the reversal of a thesis. This is particularly
true in the modern Western judiciary and scholarship
which are becoming more and more inclined to arbitrary
decision making, always ready to clamp down on free
speech advocates by declaring every nonconformist
thought offensive or criminal.

The hypothetical, albeit more appropriate denomination
i.e., “the Jewish Anti-Defamation League”, would barely
have the same resonance of impartially for Americans
today. For readers who grew up in the former communist
universe, the awesome similarities between the former
communist newspeak in Eastern Europe and the present
ADL newspeak in America cannot be overlooked.

For instance, Henry Ford, the famous American car maker, who is also mentioned in the book, along with thousands of unnamed American activists, was also the subject of such thesis reversal. The ADL had initiated a smear
campaign against Ford after Ford himself had first drawn
attention to legal improprieties of the ADL.

Enless’ book offers a handy overview of ADL activities
over the last century in America. This semi-secretive organization has managed, under cover of a humanitarian
jargon and tolerance preaching, to cover up its own,
often murky and criminal affairs. Enless’ book reads like a
police report on a guilty suspect, yet the suspect never
ever considers entering a guilty plea. Instead, the suspect
deftly reroutes criminal charges against him by declaring
himself a victim of hate. Thus, Leo Frank’s murder of

The last chapter of the book leaves the reader holding his
breath. The new viral world of the internet opens up new
avenues of dissent for free speech advocates. It’s no surprise that the ADL is doing all it can to silence intellectual
dissent in this new medium.
Zagreb, September, 2018
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Censorship: The Left’s Black Hole
By Valerie Protopapas
The news is filled with horror stories about so-called
“hate speech” and the people guilty of this great crime
against humanity. They are always given names: At one
time they were called “birthers” or “truthers,” but now
they are called “deniers,” as in “climate change deniers”
or “holocaust deniers.” No matter what they are called,
they represent a point of view that is unacceptable to our
political class.

those who question the acceptable narrative do not
simply represent a “minority viewpoint” –- although
they are often a majority viewpoint – but because they
represent an UNACCEPTABLE viewpoint that cannot be
permitted expression!
This is a far cry from defending one’s position based upon
evidence, as in “climate change” or historical revisionism,
but a demand that the establishment shut down unacceptable viewpoints by any means necessary including
the law.

Interestingly enough, it really doesn’t matter how well
they can prove their case because facts are of little interest. All that matters is that the dogma of our political
class is accepted and espoused at all times. Indeed, the
more able “deniers” are to prove the legitimacy of their
heretical point of view, the more viciously they are persecuted.

With the institutionalization of “political correctness” by
Cultural Marxists, the concept of hate speech has morphed from a cultural rejection of actual “hateful” speech
-- once protected by the First Amendment -- to the expression of any speech not acceptable to an increasingly
arbitrary and capricious establishment dominated by leftists. As a result, we have witnessed the rise of increasingly severe censorship against ordinary conservative and
libertarian posts by media giants such as Google, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

People have actually been imprisoned for questioning
the accuracy of accounts of the Jewish “holocaust” that is
said to have taken place during World War II. According
to their claims, the Nazis murdered six million Jews in
various pogroms and camps throughout Europe. Holocaust deniers reject that claim and allege different figures
and scenarios. Interestingly enough, they don’t say that
no Jews were murdered, but that the six million figure
generated by the Soviet NKVD may have been inflated in
order to produce a specific agenda.

On the other hand, routinely crude and offensive messaging by the left is tacitly condoned, even as the most
benign comments coming from the right experience censorship and their authors given no recourse or redress
other than to abandon further involvement with the
company.

The point of this article is not the accuracy of either side
in these matters. Were the “birthers” right or wrong
about Obama’s birth certificates? Are the “truthers” right
about 9/11? Is climate change solely the result of human
activity or are there other causes? Were six million Jews
murdered by the Nazis? The real problem is not any of
these questions.

The eventual result of this destruction of free discourse is
the destruction of freedom itself, and may herald a society based upon a political-economic system that has proven to be the most murderous in human history. And still
Americans sit back and hope for better days while we
watch our liberties and our future disappearing into a
black hole of censorship that we are not even permitted
to publicly acknowledge.

The real problem is the fact that there are those who
will not permit these questions to be asked, nor accept
an answer contrary to the existing orthodoxy. Hence,
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Who Calls the Shots?
By Dr. A. H. Krieg
No matter how they are constituted, governments tend
to structure their operations to maximize their influence
over those governed. Big Corporations do the same thing
to their customers: The larger the organization, the
greater is the need for authoritative control. This is a universal law of social behavior, applicable to all, but also a
great crime against the people’s liberty.

ment is now the purview of big business. Anyone thinking
this is “progress” is sadly mistaken.
Religions are based on faith in universal truths, and to
some extent most governments are influenced by the will
of the people. Large corporations have few constraints
on their activities, so long as they are financially successful and do not run afoul of the law.

The second “great law” is that influence over people -whether citizens or customers – implies a diminution of
individual identity and economic freedom. Hence, we see
the promotion of “identity politics” and the “group think”
that accompanies it.

The erosion of personal identity to encourage compliance tends to reduce humanity to the mentality of an
insect colony through this enforced group behavior and
thought.

There is also an emphasis on the “collective,” captured
succinctly in the title of a Hillary Clinton propaganda
effort, “It Takes a Village to Raise a Child.” Those advocating collectivism like to argue that society has become
so complicated, that appropriate choices are simply too
complex for most individuals, and should be made by
“experts.”.

Nowhere is this trend more obvious than in our language.
Carefully chosen words become imbued with new meanings and are then continuously repeated to alter the public’s understanding of reality. This is a subtle example of
mass mind-control efforts -- engaged in by large media
conglomerates -- that are designed to force collectivism
on Western Societies, already weakened by “multiculturalism.”

This is the product of academics with small minds, most
of whom are incapable of recognizing how individual
success generates societal and economic progress.
“Educrats” and other bureaucrats measure progress in
terms of tenure, unionization, honoraria, bonuses and
boring articles that few, if any, ever read. They understand nothing about entrepreneurship and market economics.

By 2019, it has reached the point where individuals are
obviously no longer in control of their thought processes,
but simply parrot the propaganda to which they are relentlessly exposed.
This is the application of a Talmudic technique imposed
upon Christian societies in relentless repetition. It has
reached the point where one can discern the news
source an individual patronizes by the opinions he espouses.

An alarming trend in this century is the organized efforts
by large corporations to censor freedom of thought and
liberty, as well as freedom of choice. In fact, large corporations have taken control of much of society previously
vested in and left to government. The Censorship that
was once exercised by religious institutions and govern-

Today we live in a state, that is jointly controlled by multi
-national corporations and the federal government. This
is called corporatist fascism. As a society, we have surrendered to this system of governance.
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